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SUMMARY: MAIN PRINCIPLES IN MANAGING TROUT STREAM HABITAT 

General 

Tailor habitat manugement to the individual stream. 
'This requires thorough examination of the stream and its 
trout, a diagnosis of problems and a plan for the "cures" 
before the work is done. 

Preserve and restore the natural character of streams 
and their landscapes. This is essential to the quality uf 
angling. 

~leanders and/or riffie-pool "stepping" characterize all 
natural watercourses. Both appear to result from the same 
hydraulic processes. Through such horizontal sinuosity 
and vertical undulation, the channel meets some of the 
trout's life requirements. Pools at meander bends or at the 
foot of riffies or other plunges, provide protective depth. 
The riffles serve as spawning grounds, nurseries and food
producing areas. 

Health of the Stream 

A major aim of habitat management c:ould be termed 
''health of the stream." Health is defined as "the capacity 
for self-repair." Eliminating dams and protecting stream 
banks against livestock on some streams are relati\'ely 
inexpensive measures with great impact in enabling self
repair. Encouraging flood control and managing stream 
bank vegetation are important in allowing the stream to 
function as trout habitat, but more c:ostly. 

Vegetation 

Not only prott:diou but c:ontrol of stream bank vegeta
tion is often advisable to maintain favorable trout habi
tat. The trout-sheltering eharaeteristic: of natural channels 
are enhanced by the right kinds of vegetation, mainly the 
low stream-edge plants that drape into the water. 

These and beneficial aquatic plants cannot grow well in 
dense shade of trees and tall bushes. Overshading is an 
especially acute hazard along small streams. Meadow 
creeks with low shrubs and grasses appear to have the best 
all-around combination of productivity and protection. 

Therefore, remove woody vegetation from banks of small 
streams where groundwater seepage is adequate to keep 
summer temperatures moderate. 

l~eam Alter~tions 
~fake the current work for you. 
In low gradient streams, keep the water moving. Re

move dams and other obstacles to Row (but do not remove 
meanders!). When building in-stream structures, do not 
impede the current unnecessarily. 

In high gradient streams, make plunge pools. Pools 
scoured out by water plunging over large rocks or logs 
may look turbulent, but near the bottom they are quiet, 
proteetcd resting places for trout. 

Spawning Grounds 

To aid spawning, protect and enhance naturally occur
ring stream bed gravel rather than trying to bring in and 
deposit new gravt"l Experiments in building artificial 
spawning beds ha\'e not yet resulted in a method that 
meets the requirements of feasibility and of compatibility 
\\'ith the natmal landscape. 

Flood Control 

Combat floods by reducing overland runoff back in the 
drainage basin above the stream, not solely by reinforcing 
stream banks. 
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INTRODUCTION 

\luch can he Jonp to improve trout fishing by making 
~!reams more suitahlt· places for these fishes to liw'. The 
need is obvious on many streams. In this bulletin Wf' pn'
sent some principles and techniques to guide fish managers 
toward achievement of that ohjec!ivc. 

Improving tront habitat in \Visconsin will bl' largely a 
task of restoration, for many of our rivers and creeks have 
been abused. Although two major threats, pollution and 
irrigation1, have been kept fairly well under control, much 
trout water has lain deteriorated since the days of dam
building and sh·cam-straightcning. Heavy grazing and 
trampling by cattle and impoundment by beaver have con
tinually mutilated our streams. ln contrast, an obstruction 
of trout-producing capacity in some creeks is the canopy 
of trees and tall brush, grown so dense that it shades chan
nel and banks excessively. In such places in-stream aquatic 
plants and low plants essential for hiding cover at the 
stream's edge develop poorly. 

Thus, it is the physical and vegetational shortcomings 
of our streams that appear to be the most common curable 
hindrances to trout abundance. Therefore, this bulletin 
deals mainly with measures to improve the channel, the 
hanks and the plant life for \velfare of trout. 

In view of the increasing demand for recreation in \Vis
cousin and the rising public concern over resonrce waste 
and landscape blight, it could he said that our damag:ed 
streams now represent an even greater neglect- and an 
even greater opportunity- than in tl141 past. Thf'y are not 
h<'yond repair. Given the chance, water, soil and pltmts 
can interact with cff<'cts that mold good trout habitat. 
With protection and a little help even a badly disfigured 
former trout stream can transform itself hack into a re
warding place to fish- and into a harmonious part of the 
landscape. 

For about 15 years the Conservation Department has 
had a subst<mtial statewide program of habitat manage
ment for trout. At the outset, information upon 'vhich to 
hasc the program was scanty, especially biological infor
mation. Much has been learned. Habitat managers dcvcl-

' Pollution and irrigation are dealt with briefly under "The Rc
~ource"; otherwise seldom discussed. Pollution is amply covered 
in other litnaturc. Irrigation is still under study a> a water-los< 
problem. 

"\!ain wat..rs ,fndiNI were \lcKenzie Cr. which Rows through 
northwc~tern forest and marsh and contains brown trout, Big 
Rochc-a-Cri Cr., a brook trout stream in tl11' central s . .md plain; 
Black Earth and \!t. Vernon Creeks in ~outhem farmland. 
Short-tenn studies of special problems were made on Trout 
Creek in the south; Dell Cr., south central; Prairie R., north 
central. 
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oped better methods for planning and constmctinn. ,md 
they discarded some methods found in the litcratme ol 
the 1930's which proved ineffective or (•vcn tl<unaging. 

In addition. reactions of trout popnlations to habitat 
changes, natural and man-made, v.:t'n> studit>d in som(' of 

these streams in the managemPnt program. !len' Lty thl' 
anthers' main responsibilty. Four creeks totalling 30 mik.~ 
were most intensively investigated". For 8 lo 10 years on 
each stream we collected data on density. si7.e and repro
duction of resident trout. Elcctroflshing was the method 
for population inventory. Spawning sites wcr(' recorded 
each autnmn. In some years harvest of trout by anglers 
was also recorded. In regard to habitat, observations wen· 
madf' on streamflow, vegetation and physic;tl effects of 
deliberate alterations, among otlwr factors. 

The mass of data collected has not yet been analyz<'d 
in detail, hnt the general results are apparent: Inercas\~~ 

in wild h·out stocks took place in each stream followinf! 
habitat management. The success of anglers rose as welL 
The most rapid and worthwhile reactions to mmwgcment 
occurred in waters having hig:h basic biological produc
tivity, hut damaged for trout hy farm animals, impound
ments or dredging. Greater streamflow dnring years of 
ample precipitation lwncfittcd trout populations, d('creas
ing streamflow affected them adversely. 

Protected and controlled vegetation at the stream edge,., 

appears to haw played a major role in achieving the in
creased trout stocks. This holds important implications for 
the Department stream management program. To assure 
public access for public fishing, state ownership of lands 
is being secured through purchase or lease along more aml 
more miles of stream bank (most stream beds and 11:aters 
are constitntionally open to the public). In many e<lses this 
removes the disturbances attributahle to farming. A tom 
of these streams reveals much of the vegetational "strangu
lation" touched on above (and treated more fully nnd<·r 
"1·1easurcs to Increase Hiding Cover"). Bather than simply 
protection, periodic control of stream bank vegetation is 
becoming a major ncPd in the habitat management pro
gram. 

Habitat can also be enhanced by building various shel
ters for trout and deflectors to dig pools. The initial cost of 
such structures is high, and they must he inspected and 
repaired periodically. 

But we hasten to warn against overmanagement. ~!any 
\Visconsin streams remain relatively untouched by agri
culture and urbanization. These unspoiled waters, espe
cially the larger ones, are highly valuable from esthetic 
standpoints. More effort should go into preserving these 



streams and their surroundings than into alteration of 
them. 

Within each stream also, the fish manager must respect 
qualities of "stream personality" cherished by anglers who 
have fished it for years, for much besides abundance of 
trout and skill of angler enter into trout fishing's quality 
and meaning: Cnique scenic setting, the sounds of nature, 
the overall character or mood be it sylvan, pastoral or 
swampy. Solitude is important; the angler wants to feel, 
for a few hours at least, that he has a peaceful corner of 
the world to himself. A varying waterscape also enriches 
a day's sport. The swift run, the riffle, the slow dark pool, 
the slough, the wooded reach, the meadow - each offers 
different challenges, different thrills. For the fish manager 
to serve his clients well, he must keep these aspects of the 
trout stream prominently in mind, as well as seeing to it 
that the stream maintains a substantial stock of trout. 
Reconciling productivity and natural beauty will often he 
difficult. 

In this bulletin we seek to stress principles of manage
ment, not just methods. Preliminary examination, plan
ning, and preservation of natural appearances were among 
the points D. J. O'Donnell advocated in 1948 when he 
wrote Stream Habitat Control, a set of guidelines for Wis
consin's budding habitat management program. \Ve re
emphasize these aspects and bring out changes in approach 
since the 1950's. 

The specific techniques discussed in the chapter on 
":\·1easures" do not constitute a recipe of "The Answers" to 
be applied cookbook-fashion to any stream by a novice. 
Rather, the sound approach in habitat management is to 
carefully determine for each stream the factors that are 
limiting trout abundance, and then to carry out the appro
priate remedies. The judgment of habitat ills and the con
duct of cures requires trained personnel. 

From fundamental fields such as trout biology and 
stream hydrology more than from the very specialized 
field of habitat management itself, \Ve bring into the text 

and/or bibliography a small selection of the many appli
cable references-those believed to have the most up-to
date information and to be of most direct use to the fish 
manager. \Ve attempt no historical review of the subject. 
Especially stressed is material on physical processes in 
streams, the actions of water and sediments. These are of 
basic importance to stream management, and understand
ing of them has increased considerably in the last few 
years. Pertinent statements from recent books on this topic 
are assembled in Appendix A for the reader's concentrated 
study. 

Even as we write this, further research into effects of 
environmental changes on trout populations is being con
ducted to follow out clues gained in the earlier work and 
to explore related aspects. Of special interest in this regard 
is the study at Lawrence Creek in central \\'isconsin. 
Here, the impact of management is being scrutinized more 
closely, both physically and biologically, than in previous 
studies. To enable calculations of total weights of trout 
produced in the stream each season or year, the trout popu
lation is being inventoried more frequently than once or 
twice each year as was the procedure in other studies. 
Sampling is also done for production studies of insect 
larvae and other small organisms that dwell in Lawrence 
Creek. The need for such measurements of biological pro
duction is becoming increasingly recognized in fishery 
science. Those at Lawrence Creek will be useful not only 
to evaluate the management there, but will be a beginning 
toward understanding productivity in our streams. Such 
knowledge, as we emphasize from several standpoints in 
following chapters, is sorely needed to gauge the potential 
trout resource in the state and to plan management pro-
gmm,. If 

;)bus, additions to the biological and physical founda
tions of habitat management should soon be forthcoming. 
Refinements of the methods we present as well as com
pletely new techniques are awaited. In the meantime, out 
on the streams we hope this bulletin will serve well. 

PURPOSE OF TROUT HABITAT MANAGEMENT 

The aim of habitat management on trout streams is to 
provide the most favorable living conditions possible for 
trout \\"ithout destroying natural beauty. Better living con
ditions \\"ill mean that the stream \\"ill support a greater 
abundance of trout through better survival, better growth 
and perhaps through better reproduction. Survival, growth 
and reproduction require shelter against predators, fertile 
water, sufficiency of living space, favorable \\"ater tempera
ture, and gravel stream bed for spawning. The ultimate 
goal, of course, is to provide opportunity for sport fishing 
of high quality. 
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Habitat management is not building access roads for 
fishermen, posting signs on fishing grounds, and providing 
picnic facilities. These activities. while often necessary or 
desirable from the total management viewpoint, contrib
ute nothing to the welfare of the trout. In the streams 
themselves, "development work"" designed solely to make 
fishing easier is contrary to the real purpose of habitat 
development; moreover, it depri\"es the fisherman of the 
opportunity to exercise his skill and sportsmanship. 



THE RESOURCE 

\Visconsin has an appn•ciable amount of trout water. 
which <:onstitutt's ;~ siz;~h lc publi<.: rt•somce. Virtually all 
of it is open to public fishing. The state controls these 
high ly esteemed waters, and the Conservation Department 
is charged with their managpmenl. Since our climate of 
sevt>re t<'mperaturt• extremes and erratic rainfall is till

favorable to trout, the tmut water is largely attributable to 
good underground storage of the rain that docs fall and 
to the dcpcnclablc discharge of groundwater into streams. 
Damages from sewage, industrial wastes, pesticides, irri
gation pumpagc and road building have been kept fairly 
low. The dcvastntion of wasteful logging and .fires is almost 
a thing of the past. Cattle, dams. dredging and Roods hav(' 
hecn greater or at least more continual problems. 

There arc 1,475 h·oul streams in Wisconsin comprising 
almost 9,000 miles. This is about one-fourth of our 34,500 
miles of "navig;.thk"1 rivers antl creeks. ~lost trout sh·eams 
«re in the north, hut thosc> in the south arc more fertik• 
and productive. Varit•ly of stream types is a prime charac
teristic of the tTmtt fishing opporllmity \ Visconsin offers. 
Swift water, slow watc•r; wild streams, streams in agricul
tural ar('as (or <'vt·n in urban S<'tlings): meadow strt'ams; 
forested streams; hrook troulstreams, brown trout streams, 
strc:tms wi~h nms of "~t<·l·lhcad" rainbow trout, streams 
with mixed populations.~ 

This divt•rsity of slr(•am tnws poses a vm·iety of prob
le ms for fish m<HHtgl'I'S in their operations to muintaiu suit
able hnbilal for tro11l. ~lany streams in the north lack 
c•no~tgh food For desirable• trout growth. There also, beaver 

• r 
an• an cspt•<.:J;tlly g rt•at problem. Southern creeks, though 
r i<:h in nntr ir nts, an• often plaguctl by drifting silts thnt 
render gravc·lu11stli tahle for spawning. The co11lec sb:eams 
of thl' western ll ttgl:t<.:i.ti<'U n•gio11 have steep beds, swift 
current intcrspns(•cl with d<'<'t> pools, large springs and 
lllltricnl-ri<.:ll watt'r. Bul tht• d1annels arc so Ercqucntly 
devastatl'd by Hoods th:tt h:thit:tl manipulation in the ah
S('ncc of flood c:ontwl tm•asun•s may he .futilt>. 

Small cr<'l'ks support l(l(' hulk of lrout fishing in \Vis
c·onsin. That 9 ,000 milt·s of trout water arc spread over 
almost I ,500 streams shows that mot.t of the h·out zones 
of our streams ar<' undc•r 10 rnilC's long. \\ 'e have only a 
handful of long trout rivers; the Peshtigo. \Volf and B<>is 

I Since, in Wiscon~lll, tile 1.·~:·1 t:rih•rion ror " n:t\·igablc"wat{!f con
cerns its ahility to llnal a mcrc J 2-foot-long .. ~aw loSt." nlmost all 
waters arc navignbk·. A landowner may refuse anglers permission 
to cross his land, butmny not hinder an angler moving through his 
land in a navigable stream or on its bottom. 

2 Threinen and PolT ( 1963 : described this variety in detail and re
lated it to topography, climate, glacial geology, bedrock geology, 
soils and land liSe hy h11muns. 
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Northern atream 

Southern stream 

Coulee stream 



Brule Rivers heing the best knO\\"D. 
The relatively short trout zones are largely due to o:1r 

hot summers, maki:1g the water too 1varm after it leaves 
ctreas of high groundwater discharge- usually, but not 
necessarily, the he,tdwaters. \\"arming is further aggra
\"<tted \\·hen flow hecorncs slo1ver in Hatter terrain a\vay 
from the source. or \vhen stream~ are impounded. 

Extreme cold in \\·inter. on the other hand, causes heavy 
ice co\·er in all portions of stre,lms except those \\"ith wr~ 
strong ground11·ater di<;charge. hl the parts of streams that 
remain near the freezing point for <;everal months. whter 
growth of trout is nil and there arc indications that eggs 
dewloping in tilE' stream bed grawls undergo excessin: 
mortality Fine drifting ice particles found under 1·ery cold 
conditions. called frazil ice, are suspected as a came of 
death among trout in \Visconsin. 
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The phenomenon of mid-continental climatic extremes 
also applies to \Visconsin's rainfall. During the droughts 
which affect our region from timeto time, stream flow 
diminishes, living space for trout shrinks, pools become 
shallower and less protective, and much sctbmerged shelter 
is left high and dry. 

Another way that the hot summer droughts influence 
trout is through the effects on the vegetation of surround
ing land. Turf that should hold the soil does not endure 
Wisconsin's dairy farming as well as it would were the 
climate cooler and more dependably rainy. Our stream 
banks erode rapidly when grazed. 

Stream valleys often have a slope too gradual for trout 
reproduction. ::\at only are the slowly flowing waters 
severely cooled, but silts and sands deposit on the stream 
beds, often rendering whatever gravels may be present 
useless for spawning. 

\Visconsin's climate and terrain are thus of marginal 
quality compared to those of the prime trout-producing 
regions of the world such as the British Isles, some other 
parts of western Europe, ~ew Zealand, Tasmania, the far 
southern Chileno-Argentinian region and the northwestern 
:\orth American coast, all of which are favored by a tem
perate, moist, ocean-influenced climate and generally 
steeper terrain. Parts of the American \Vest, even though 
hotter than \Visconsin on summer days, maintain larger, 
longer trout streams partly because of snowmelt from near
by mountains and partly because the very dry western air 
leads to strong cooling, dm~ to rapid evaporation and, at 
night, to radiation of the water's warmth into the atmos
phere. \Visconsin's humid summer air, on the other hand. 
has a "hot house" effect: It lets the sun's ray through to heat 
earth and water almost as well as the western air, but is 
muph more effective in hindering the outward (longwave) 
radiation of heat. 

Some parts of the maritime mgions mentioned above do 
not actually receive greater average annual precipitation 
than \Visconsin, but rain occurs more regularly. In north
ern Germany where landform is much like \Visconsin's 
and where precipitation is also about 30 inches per year, 
a ground-soaking rain can be expected almost every week. 
There, low Rows are an almost unheard-of problem, and 
the stream bank turf is obviously in much better shape, 
even in dairying areas. 1 This comparison is, however, not 
completely accurate, for north European agriculture is 
more respectful of land and waters than is ours. Grazing 
of stream banks is under noticeably better control. On a 
hroc1der scale, the erosion-control farming pleaded for in 
\\.isconsin is a centuries-old tradition in northern Europe. 

' Stream habitat improvement appears to receive relatively little con
sJderation among German inland fishery "counsellors." Perhaps the 
better climate and more vigorous vegetation lessens the need. Per
haps also thue cCJunterparts to our fish managers are pre
occupied with pollution, dredging and damming problems. 



The hundreds of dollars per mile per year rental of private 
fishing rights may have something to do with it. 

With all these disadvantages of climate and topography, 
what is then the basis for the fine trout fishery that Wis
consin does have? Undoubtedly our major assets in this 
regard are abundant groundwater and fertility. Storage of 
rain and snowmelt water in underground geological for
mations is excellent in many parts of the state, helping to 
compensate for drought. Even during a series of years 
having frequent droughts and subnormal precipitation, 
such as the 1931-58 period, and even in our poorer trout 
streams, enough water is maintained for some trout to 
"hang on" until rain is plentiful and populations can once 
again thrive. Trout are prolific. Given one or two years of 
ample rainfall, populations may bounce back to abun
dance. 

In many cases this groundwater is rich in plant nutri
ents, the basis of a food-chain leading to rapid growth and 
high productivity of trout. This situation is found particu
larly in the south, west and central parts of the state. Here 
the streams, short as they may be, often sustain wild trout 
populations which, both in terms of individual size and in 
terms of total weight per acre, rank among the best to be 
found in small streams throughout the world. 

The biological productivity of a stream, i.e., its capacity 
to support production of organic matter, is a key to the 
potential abundance of trout. However, a stream's capacity 
for producing trout must surely depend not on the total 
amount of food that occurs, but on some lesser amount, 
the available food. Determining availability is the neces
sity that the food be exposed to the trout, and the quite 
practical requirement that this be in such a place that he 
can obtain it without being preyed upop himself. A stream 
can be highly productive of food fauna, but so shallow

1
and 

shelterless that few trout survive to eat much of it. 
Ylany southern Wisconsin streams appear to be in deli

cate balance between high production of trout owing to 
high trout food production (plus moderate water tempera
tures), and poor production of trout owing to lack of hiding 
cover (often plus silted gravels and extreme summer water 
temperatures). Land use tips the balance. A few cows, a 
few hours of dredging or one dam can ruin the habitat. 
By the same token, small efforts in the right direction can 
do much to rehabilitate it. 

Years of contact with trout fishermen in the field has 
shown us that most of these sportsmen want to believe that 
the flsh they catch have been spawned, hatched and grown 
in the stream- true products of the land and its waters. 
From more than an economic standpoint, therefore, we 
consider streams that sustain substantial populations (ov
vr 50 lbs. per acre) of wild trout to be the more valuable 
ones. \Ve stress the word "substantial." Some soft-water 
streams of northern Wisconsin have ample spawning habi
tat and myriads of' wild brook trout, but axe so cold during 
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winter and barren of food the year round that the trout 
fail to reach even 6 inches during their third summer of 
life. In contrast, long stretches of some central and south
ern streams lack good spa\vning habitat and have few wild 
trout, but possess the conditions for extraordinarily good 
grO\vth (moderate water temperature and abundant trout 
food); here brook trout attain 8 to 12 inches in their third 
year! Such streams as the latter type constitute a potential 
for trout fishery management that should not be completely 
disregarded even though the fish in them cannot be wild 
trout. There is at present little hope of developing wild 
populations in them, since satisfactory ways of building 
spawning grounds have not yet been found. 

Considering now just those streams which have basically 
low organic productivity, it stands to reason that a body of 
water can produce only small total weighti of fish if it 
offers a meager food supply. Although information on food 
fauna in such \Visconsin streams is lacking, indications 
from trout population studies on chemically poor streams 
are that installations of hiding cover may result in a slightly 
higher number of trout, but practically no change in weight 
of trout per acre (except where hiding cover is very de
ficient). It would therefore seem that if worthwhile stand
ing crops of trout are to be achieved in streams of low basic 
trout food productivity, survival-promoting techniques 
will probably have to be supplemented by measures to 
increase fertility of the water. How and where this can and 
should be done are problems for future investigation. 

Large streams 100 feet wide and larger present different 
management problems than do creeks. Less intensive habi
tat control may frequently be appropriate, often because 
any manipulation at all might be esthetically undesirable, 
and sometimes because such large water simply won't need 
it. A sufficiency of deep water areas may often exist. As 
channels are wide, trees will not shade them excessively. 
:\:either do toppled trees pose such a menace to habitat as 
in small \Visconsin streams, for they can often furnish fine 
shelter for trout without damming the flow. Alteration of 
the larger trout rivers could spoil wilderness qualities 
appreciated not only by anglers, but by canoeists, campers 
and others. The appropriate management of scenic large 
trout waters will in large measure be preservation. This 
includes protection against beaver in tributary streams as 
well as protection against dams, roads, pollution and 
other products of civilization. 

Some of these "civilized" menaces, namely pollution and 
irrigation, warrant a few words at this point. Pollution, be 
it from domestic sewage, industrial wastes or pesticides, 
is a rising and widespread problem. However, laws to con
trol it are becoming increasingly effective, thus there are 
good chances for reducing pollution where it does exist in 
trout water. On the whole, \Visconsin's trout seem to face 
less danger from pollution than do fishes in the "warm
water" rivers. The trout zones of our streams are most often 



in small upstream waters, ones that did not support water 
traffic and that usually constituted poor sites for large 
towns in the days of settlement a century ago. (Unfortu
nately, however, they were attractive as village saw and 
grist mill sites.) Moreover, the state's population has long 
centered in the urban southeast, away from the main trout 
stream regions. The human population continues to shift 
in that direction and some of our best trout stream areas 
now have fewer residents than in 1900. 

Pumping water directly from streams for the expanding 
practice of crop irrigation has been even more effectively 
controlled by strict water-use laws. Careful watchdogging 
by several state agencies and by the citizenry has played 
a large part in this control. This leavt>s our trout resource 
relatively undamaged hy irrigators, compared to the devas
tation from that source in western states. But the threat is 
not removed. Consumption of groundwater for irrigation 
is on the increase. This drawdown of the groundwater 
table is presently under study as a streamflow-reducing 

factor and as a source of damage to trout habitat. Precise 
measurements of this damage are not yet at hand and may 
be difficult to get. The heavy dependence on groundwater 
for maintaining suitable temperatures and spawning habi
tat is, however, already well recognized, as is the impor
tance of substantial How to trout shelter (depth plus abun
dance of submerged biding places), living space and 
supply of nutrients. It is logical that any factors reducing 
these Hows would be detrimental. 

Hazards of grazing, dams, dredging and floods are cov
ered in later chapters. 

\Visconsin's 9,000 miles of tront water constitute no over
abundance. lvlichigan has 13,000 miles, New York boasts 
17,000 miles, and western states must have still more, yet 
\Visconsin is one of the leaders in fishing license sales. 
To meet this demand and to counter our disadvantages of 
climate and terrain, we will probably have to manage trout 
stream habitat more intensively than might be the case 
elsewhere. 

THE MANAGEMENT APPROACH 

Principles 

Follow Nature's Lead 

Do not construct devices just because they are "in the 
hook." Let nature call the shots. For th_e observant habitat 
manager, the needs of the trout and the characteristics of 
the stream itself will be the truest guides to good manage
ment. The lay of the stream will suggest the best locations 
for structmes. Expend only enough effort to achieve the 
reasonable potential of the stream. Habitat management 
is fundamentally a problem of biology, not engineering. 
Bather than trying to improve on nature, we will do well 
to open the way for nature to improve the stream herself
an efficient and esthetic practice. 

Treat Each Stream Individually 

:'\o t\\"0 streams are alike. Each has its own distinct char
acter- and its own special problems. Although some basic 
similarities among streams exist, one must temper general 
recommendations with individual j11dgments. Each stream 
should have its own tailored management plan. 

Keep the Whole Stream in Mind 

~-lanage habitat with regard for the way the whole 
stream functions as trout habitat. To develop short, misccl
lam·ous sections without knowing their role in the stream"s 
eeology can be wasteful. For instance, to alter riilles in a 
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section comprising the only spawning habitat might injure 
the whole stream's population. On the other hand, it would 
he futile to make special efforts to preserve as spawning 
grounds some rifHes such as we have seen, where few trout 
spawn and where eggs develop slowly and survive poorly 
owing to severe and prolonged cold each winter. :\1ake a 
thorough examination to identify ecological zones: steep, 
riffiqd sections or slow marshy sections or cascades, etc. 
The~ decide how each might be altered to function better 
within the entire habitat. 

Preserve Natural Character 

To enhance the quality of fishing opportunity, maintain 
the natural character of streams. We repeat the warning 
against overmanagement and artificiality expressed in the 
introduction, and point out again that it will often be diffi
cult to reconcile the need for preserving "stream pcrsou
ality" with the urge to raise its trout productivity hy radi
cal alterations. Be prepared to tone down intensity of 
management for the sakt:' of the natural aspect. The in
stream structures recommended in this booklet can be built 
inconspicuously. 

Personnel 

Habitat management is a job for professionals, and 
standards are high. Improper manipulation of habitat can 



seriously damage our trout streams. Davis and his eo
workers (1935) put it well thirty years ago: "Only a man 
familiar with trout and their ways can hope to develop a 
stream in such a manner as to provide the most favorable 
conditions possible for their welfare." 

Since the ultimate goal is to provide opportunity for 
sport fishing of high quality, the best man to accomplish 
this will be one who, by being a trout fisherman, has a 
thorough appreciation of the sport. 

Planning and layout of habitat development programs 
should he the responsibility of a professional biologist ex
perienced in trout stream ecology. He should also he avail
able to advise at all stages of the work and to evaluate the 
effects of development. The main difficulty in habitat man
agement will often lie not in devising a treatment to solve 
an immediate problem, but in foreseeing the consequences 
of each possible treatment. 

Ideally, the fish managers or biologists who supervise the 
prescribed alterations of habitat should be well grounded 
in practical trout ecology and highly experienced in habi
tat development. Their staffs should include technicians 
trained in sur\"eying and mapping, as well as foremen 
skilled in carpentry and mechanics. 

Paid employes ge11erally do better work than volunteers. 
The enthusiasm of volunteers quickly wanes and one can
not count on them for sustained or skillful effort. Amateur 
efforts such as work days by sportsmen's clubs, boy scouts 
and school groups have often been unsatisfactory. These 
groups should not be discouraged, but unless skilled super
vision is available at all times confine their efforts as much 
as possible to tasks such as removing trees, building fence~ 
and hauling supplies. Without this kind of intense super
vision, special "classroom" areas might be set aside on the 
less vital trout streams in which these groups couldfrac
tice habitat development. 

Planning 
Habitat management should be carefully planned and 

should be carried out according to the principle of "look 
before you leap." After finding the streams \\-'ith trout 
potential in their area, the biologist and fish manager 
should even more carefully examine each stream individu
ally to diagnose ailments and prescribe remedies before 
alteration is done. Reducing erosion to protect spawning 
habitat, for example, is pointless in a stream that lacks 
gravel. 

The overall approach should include several steps: 
l. Select streams through a statewide or regional survey 

of habitat and trout populations. 
2. Examine the individual stream's fish population and 

significant environmental factors in detail. 
3. Diagnose specific problems of each segment of the 

stream. 
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" ... look before you leap." 

• 
4. Prescribe treatments for these problems and prescribe 

their sequence. Give priority to treatments that will 
have the greatest effect for the least expenditure of 
effort. 

5. THEN treat according to plan. 
6. Inspect and repair regularly through a continuing 

maintenance program. 
Diagnosis of specific shortcomings of the habitat and the 

prescription for management depend on the aquatic biolo
gist and the fish manager during preliminary examination: 
diagnosis will be entirely their judgment of deficiencies in 
the habitat; prescription could include their own innova
tions plus choices from the techniques we discuss. In this 
bulletin we discuss all steps in this approach except diag
nosis and prescription. 

\Vc cannot manage the trout fishery wisely until we 
know the extent of the resource. The most effective man
agement would be to concentrate first on streams which 
arc most valuable to Wisconsin's trout fishery. We suggest 



the following criteria for judging a stream's value - i.e., 
is it worth managing? 

l. Present capacity for grO\vth and natural reproduction 
of trout. 

2. Present "carrying capacity." (See Glossary, Part II, 
Appendix C.) 

3. Potential capacities at various intensities of manage
ment (e.g., preservation only, control of vegetation, 
control of vegetation plus construction of in-stream 
devices) for supporting wild trout populations. 

4. Unique qualities of habitat; for instance, those af
forded by Wisconsin's scarce large trout rivers such 
as the Bois Brule. 

5. Occurrence of wild brook trout populations in regions 
where brown trout have taken over most streams. 

An extensive survey of \Visconsin's trout streams and 
their fish populations could provide the information 
needed for these judgments. This is now possible through 
electrofishing and techniques of habitat analysis. Until 
such a survey is carried out, selection will have to be made 
with less statewide perspective. 

Where all other environmental factors are suitable for 
trout, fertility of water - and attendant trout food pro
duction- should be major considerations in evaluating 
trout streams. \Ve emphasize again that lack of nu
trients will often be the factor limiting production of 
trout and it may be futile to select such water for habi
tat development geared mainly to create hiding cover. 
Results will, of course, be especially insignficant in streams 
already having fair or ample hiding cover. Total poundage 
of wild trout in physically damaged but fertile Black Earth 
and Mt. Vernon Creeks in southern \Visconsin increased 
several-fold when the streams were protected from cattle 
and when their hiding cover was augmented; \vhcreas, in 
part of relatively infertile McKenzie Creek (northwestern 
\Visconsin), having fair natural hiding cover, many added 
shelters appeared to modestly increase survival of larger
sized trout, but failed to raise significantly the total pound
age of tront. 

Carrying capacity for trout should also be carefully 
considered in selecting streams for habitat development. 
Choose a stream for development only if physical and bio
logical surveys show that the prospects for increasing the 
year-round carrying capacity for trout are high. \Ve stress 
the phrase "year-round." lt would be useless to alter habitat 
for higher production of tront if the stream's carrying 
capacity usually decreased drastically in some season, as 
through icing or loss of protective cover (in-stream vege
tation) in winter; or through some often-recurring disaster, 
such as flash flooding. This could cancel any increase in 
svmmcr production achieved by altering the habitat. Select 
streams having potential for increased natural reproduc
tion in preference to streams which must be replenished 
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through stocking, but potential year-round carrying capac
ity should be a primary consideration. 

When inventorying fish populations of streams under 
consideration for habitat management, it is advisable to 
make estimates by mark-and-recapture electrofishing. 
Such estimates require 2 electrofishing runs and involve 
calculations by the Petersen formula. In streams this is 
an especially efficient and reliable way of estimating total 
populations and of determining size- and age-structures 
of stocks present. Other relatively reliable methods of 
obtaining the same information are the "virtually com
plete collection" procedures such as making 3 or more 
electrofishing runs while holding all captured fish in cum
bersome live boxes, or poisoning- and- collecting. But 
these have obvious disadvantages of laboriousness and 
damage to the fish populations. Owing to size- and spe
cies-selectivity of electrofishing gear, the "one-run sur
vey" gives misleading indications of total populations and 
of their size- and age-structures. Therefore, the one-run 
survey is a poor basis for management decisions and we 
recommend against using it.1 

Though he can delegate much of the labor, the directing 
biologist should maintain control over the biological and 
physical examination of the streams. To be thoroughly 
familiar with the stream, he and the fish manager should 
take part in the electrofishing examination, and they 
should walk the complete length of the trout water plus 
any water above it-in the channel as much as possible
(I) during April (least vegetation at this time and stream 
can best be seen), (2) in midsummer, ( 3) in ::'\lovember to 
observe spawning (this is late enough to find all general 
areas used for spawning and ( 4) in midwinter when the 
air temperature is -l0°F. or lower in order to inspect for 
ice <\ \·cr if present. 

An adequate examination would thus cover key events 
on each stream throughout a complete year, ideally, be
ginning in !\Jarch or April and extending into the following 
January or February (see schedule of examination, p. 57). 

Appendix B contains more detailed recommendations 
for the procedure of examination. 

:\Iethods of treatment constitute the bulk of this paper 
and will be discussed in the sections following. 

I :'lloreovcr, catching-efficiency of electroflshing gear also varies ac
cording to chemical content, temperature and velocity of the water; 
according to cross-~ectional area and bed material of the channel; 
according to skill of the dcctrofbhing crew and according to how 
"·ell sky"lighting, water turbidity and water depth allow the crew 
to sec tlw fish. These factors ,·ary from one stream to another. Even 
in the >ame stream they differ from one reach to another and from 
day to day. Therefore, the one-run electrofbhing survt>y is also mis
leading in comparisons between streams or between different sec
tions or year~ on the same stream. The second (rt>capture) run i> 
e<;,eutial to mea~ure the total bias of the~c factor~ and to allow 
adjustment by the Petersen formula. 

-----------~----



STREAM MANAGEMENT TO PROTECT AND IMPROVE TROUT HABITAT 

In many streams that are free of pollution and severe 
floods, and where temperatures are tolerable to trout the 
year-round, the key to survival of trout is enough places 
for hiding from predators and from each other (to mini
mize territorial competition, if not also cannibalism). Col
lectively we call these places "hiding cover." The basic 
habitat requirement for reproduction is gravel riffies for 

Basic Management 

Provide Less -more cover predation 

Increase the 
amount of stream ~Iure room 
available for to grow in -trout to use 

:;..take naturally 
occurring gravels Better -more available reproduction 
to spawning trout 

Increase Better 
fertility of supply -water of food 

Of these four general procedures, concentrate on the 
first hvo. Sound measures to achieve hiding cover and en
large living space stand to yield better spawning grounds 
and more food as by-products. Amount of plant and rock 
surfaces for food fauna to grow on will be increased, and 
often more light will reach the stream and its banks. 
~tethods to directly boost reproductive and food-pro
ducing capacity are not yet well developed. Keep in 
mind how management influences the interrelated fac-

spawning, though factors other than amount of gravel and 
its quality apparently help to determine the size of each 
year's new crop of young trout. In seasons when water 
temperatures favor good growth of trout, the keys to 
growth are ample food and sufficient living space. There
fore, the following basic managements are recommended: 

Results 

Better - ;..lore 
survival trout 

Less Better growth :VI ore and 
competition - and survival - bigger trout 
for space 

:\lore 
tro:.~t 

Better 
growth 

tors: cover, liYing space, spawning grounds, food, tem
perature and change in stream fiow. In short, be "trout
oriented" rather than "method-oriented." 

Practice the principle of moderation; do not expend 
efforts to manipulate already excellent habitat which needs 
merely protection. Often with small effort natural forces 
can be put to work, namely the current and vegetation, to 
accomplish the same results as expensive structures. 

Measures to Increase Hiding Cover and Living Space 

\Ve consider hiding cover and amount of space together 
because measures to create hiding cover ,.,.m often bring 
about increases in the amount of stream that trout can 
inhabit. In many streams the total volume of the channel 
far exceeds that portion which trout can effectively use. 
:\-[ uch of the channel may be too shallow for large trout 
to swim into; other parts, of insufficient depth to furnish 
protection from birds and mammals. Adding brush shelters 
at the channel edge and perhaps deepen "ng the channel 
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slightly would open such areas to trout, give them a greater 
volume of water in which to live. 

"\latural protective cover develops best when the stream 
is protected from Hooding. Floods break down overhang
ing banks, carry away brush and logs and otherwise destroy 
hiding places. While the debris that Roods pile up may 
often shelter trout, these accumulations impound reaches 
having low gradient, often with the result that silt depos
ited behind them inundates spawning beds and food-pro
ducing surfaces of rocks and vegetation. 



Good stream bank cover. 

Protecting and Managing Stream 
Bank Vegetation 

\Vhen vegetation hinds the stream banks they erode less 
rapidly and the current digs a deeper stream channel-one 
that protects trout better. A sturdy tmt will often form 
overhangs. These are excellent shelter. In any case, plants 
on the stream bank together with emergent plants such as 
watercress, can form an ideal fringe of hiding places for 
trout at the water's edge. Grasses and low brush arc hest 
for this; they should he protected from shade and grazing. 

Trees and high brush shade out the plants composing 
this beneficial turf. Like other parts of a forest floor under 
a dense canopy of foliage, a heavily shaded stream b 
nearly barren. It produces little food and is often wide and 
shallow. It lacks channel-constricting in·stream <ll.pl<ltic 
vegetation and cover-providing stream hank veg<'tatio!!. 
Tr<>cs also damage small streams by toppling across thl'm, 
m;tking debris-catching obstrm:tions and tc<tring up the 
bank in the process. Trees in the wet soil along ~tream~ 
ha\·e ;,hallow. weak root syst{'ms (willows are an e;~;cep
tion.) BcmO\'C trees sh;lding the water and banks of thost' 
streams which will not he exccssiYely warmed by the smL 
that is, those rccci\·ing a stlfficient inflow of spring and 
~ccp<tgc water. 

Do not plant trees- except where there is reasonable 
t'YidC'nce that summer water temperatures are ]{'thally high 

Nearby section ol the same stream just after fence was put up. 
Although photographed in spring when conditions were at their 
worst, heavy grazing had, in previous years, prevented develop
ment of vegetative cover much beyond what is shown here. 



A densely shaded stretch of MI. Vernon Creek with a raw, continually eroding mud bank 
for most of the year. 

The same stretch of bank developed a turf alter the trees were removed and banks sloped. 
The grass is still in lhe first spring of growth, has not yet attained its full length and value 
as hiding cover, but has already withstood a spring flood. 



Stream 
root system many feet of shoreline, Thus, shallow "wide
spreads" result, or the course of the channel may be changed 
drastically. Such events ruin wing-deflectors and other lnstalla· 
tlons- another reason why trees should often be removed at 
the outset of a stream improvement program. 

for trout and that temperatures can only be reduced by 
shading with trees. Discourage persons engaged in refor
estation from planting trees beside trout streams. 

Controlled burning of stream bank vegetation holds 
promise as an important tool to hinder trees and promote 
grasses and other low plants. The methods for applying 
fire as stream bank management are, however, not yet 
developed. The hand-held mechanical brush cutter is at 
present a useful tool. Selective use of herbicides is being 
explored as a means of controlling brush on stream 
banks. 

Protect the stream and its banks from grazing and wal-

Controlled burning holds promise. 
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lowing livestock. They not only eat plants, but h'ample 
them and in the process also cave in trout-protecting over
hangs of the bank. Fencing cattle away from our streams 
is one of the primary needs in managing Wisconsin's trout 
resource. It is an inexpensive way of letting nature take its 
own course to improve habitat for trout. 

Grasses mixed \vith broad-leaved annuals appear to be 
best for development of food-producing turf on the bank. 
In streams less than 15 feet wide, rely on grasses and 
annuals exclusively to provide hiding cover and bank 
protection; keep the brush out. On streams 15 to 30 feet 
wide, very low bushes will not cause damage, but high 
hushes such as alder should be cut regularly or eliminated. 

Reed canary grass, Phalaris arundinacea is proving to be 
a highly important grass for stabilizing the soils of 'Vis
consin stream banks and for providing overhanging cover 
for trout. It has long been used to protect waterways in 
Europe and much of the seed for stands in this country 
was imported from Sweden, though some varieties of reed 
canary grass are native to North America. Reed canary 
grass grows in dense, continuous stands 2 to 8 feet in 
height. At all seasons a bank-lining fringe of it drapes into 
the water; even in winter and early spring when brown 
and withered, this fringe remains durable. The tough sys
tem of roots and runners hinders erosion and traps sedi
ments \vashed downstream during high water. Reed canary 
grass withstands a \.,.·ide range of moisture conditions, even 
grows under water for extended periods. Best growth is 
attained on moist cool sites, but this grass will also thrive 
on upland soils. That it is one of the earliest grasses to begin 
growth in springtime is a further advantage-many other 
shelter-providing plants do not develop until much later. 
Reed canary grass can be cut to prevent excessive growths 
without damaging the turf; however, it will not withstand 



Reed canary grass provides good shelter at the edge of a stream. J. M. Conrade< 

heavy gmzing. Heavy stands of this grass in tlw upper 
reaches of stn'<lll1S sOmt>times hinder <Ingling during lak 
summcr, hut its superiority in proteding an ovcrwin!t'r 
trout population for good fishing the m·xt spring and 
t'arly summer may often outweigh the seasonal incon
Vl'Jlienee to some anglers. Reed canary grass sometimes 
dams extremely small channels. Therefore, do not set•d 
this grass along streams kss than 4 feet wide. 

Sedges (Carex sp.) appear to be less beneficial. In m<my 

areas they seem to providc patchy cover because thcir 
moisture tolerance range is relatively narrow, and hence 
provide less protection against stream hank erosion. How
ever, since many species of sedges e"ist, perhaps useful 
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ones can lw found and ntilizt'd in sln'<lnl lhlnk managt'
ment. L()w-growing types \nlllkl ht' espPcially dt'sirahlc 
in tlw narrow heo1dwaters of creeks, fur they would not 
obstruct fishing or ehoke small w<ltcnntys as dot's reed 
canary grass. 

Bluegrass (Poa pratcnsis) with its short blades <llld weak. 
shallow root system, is even les~ desirable. This naliv(" of 
the Old \Vor!d makes at best only a scanty fringe of hidin:( 
c·m·er for trout; its turf is too weak to prott'ct en~n modt'r
ately steep banks against washout. Hapidly erodillg <lml 

slumping outer banks of stream bends charadcri,...e creeks 
ill bluegrass meadows. 



Willows (Salix) have proven to be useful bank protectors 
and providers of hiding places for trout, if periodically 
controlled by basal pruning. The leaves, branches and 
twigs of willow can be counted on to furnish little cover 
for trout; it is the roots that are important. Willows arc our 
most aquatic tree. ?1.1any types of willows maintain rela
tively deep, tough root systems when growing on stream 
banks. The dense mass of roots forms a bank with many 
inverse ledges and grooves that trout can hide beneath. 
These root systems are effective in preventing bank 
erosion; you can often find willow root banks that have 
borne the surging water at a stream bend for several 
decades. 

But to develop and maintain the dense stands of saplings 
necessary to have a continuous "root-revetment," willows 
require basal pruning. According to Tesch (1962), writing 
of German streams where this is a highly developed prac
tice of bank protection, basal pruning should be done at 
intervals of about 3 years. 

Large willow trees on the other hand, can damage a 
trout stream. By their own shade they prevent themselves 
from growing in dense continuous stands-and their shade 
inhibits in-stream vegetation. The roots of these lone trees 
provide only short patches of cover for trout. Limbs easily 
split off of large willows, fall into the stream and cause 
detrimental dams. A dense stand of low willow brush binds 
the stream bank better, but does not slough limbs into the 
streams and does not overshade the stream. 

Many kinds of willows grow in Korth America. Some 
may prove to be very helpful in stream management; 
others, useless. An investigation should reveal types suited 
to various purposes and conditions, as in Kirwald (1964). 

The large willow wllh wide-spreadin~ branches shaded both 
banks, leaving them barren of vegetation. Note the good growth 
of grasses in the foreground outside of the shaded areas. 
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A dense stand of low willow 
brush binds the stream 
bank, and does not shade 
the water. 

Limbs of large trees split off 
and dam up the stream. 
Spawning grounds become 
covered with silt. 

On the same stream, a similar stream bank illustrates a good job 
of management. The willow on the right has been cut back. Re
moving shade produced by willows is a major part of the overall 
management of this part of the stream. Note resprouting of wil
low stumps on the right after two years of growth. They will need 
pruning soon, 



Alders (Alnus) serve as submerged hiding cover only 
when their branches actually drape into the water. Alders 
are ideal shelter only on streams wider than 40 feet. On 
smaller streams they give too much shade to the stream 
bed and shade out their own lower branches, the ones 
which would serve as shelter. Even on larger streams, the 
beneficial lower branches of alder are often missing be
cause the ice encasing them in winter has torn them away. 
Prevent alders from forming dense, continuous thickets 
along small trout streams. 

The protection of stream bank vegetation from shade 
and livestock will also protect aquatic plants in the stream. 
These provide excellent hiding cover for trout, but unfor
tunately most of these plants die out in winter and do not 
flourish again until mid or late springtime. \Vatercress 
(Nasturtium officinalis), an import from Europe, is a prin
cipal aquatic plant important as trout shelter. This plant 
occurs in the hard water streams of western, southern and 
eastern \Visconsin, but is at best sparse in the north. In 
summer and autumn when it flourishes, it provides in many 

Watercress along 
the bank, Veronica 
and Elodea in the 
middle of the 
stream. In protect
ed streams, a va
riety of plants can 
grow. 

Alders that have grown too high have long stems that completely 
arch a stream 25 feet wide, creating dense shade and providing 
no hiding cover. 

streams the principal cover for trout- and substrate for 
animals that trout eat. But cress withers and drifts away in 
Xovember or December leaving the channel barren until 
it starts growing again the next spring. 

Submerged aquatic plants such as Elodea,\' eronica and 
water buttercup (Ranunculus) likewise cannot thrive in 
shade. These appear to provide less desirable hiding places 
than watercress, but they are more dependable as year
round cover. They flourish in summer, and often do not 
die out completely in winter. 

A small book, "Gewasserpflege" (~lanagement of Wa
ters) by E. Kirwald (1964) is to our knowledge the only 
general reference on control of stream-, ri\'er-, and lake
bank \'egetation and its uses in stabilizing soils and land
scaping. Although written primarily for the highway engi
neer, the farmer and the forester, it would also be of aid 
to the fish manager. It is presently available only in Ger
man, but possibilities for an English edition are being 
investigated. 
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Some stages in natural development of a fertile lowland Wiscon
sin trout stream from overgrazed (A) to very productive (D·E·F) 
to overforested (G&H) when protected from grazing. A hypothe
tical 14-foot wide cross-section plus adjacent bank shown. 

The complete sequence from stage A to stage E-F has been ob
served on Black Earth and MI. Vernon Creeks near Madison . 

KEY 

A 

B 

c 

D 

.. .watercress 
water level 

___ -- - water levE>I 
··-soft SE'diments dE>posited 

r:.:~~~~~~~~:;t;::~i~i~n;;;a \ soft sediments 

0 
5 _ ____1E c==c-···--~ -- ---..,-- ... ~ 

Later succession - stages G and H with many intermediates
is to be seen on other streams. Details of this succession vary 
from stream to stream, especially alter stage E-F, but the pas
sage from predominantly herbaceous to predominantly woody 
vegetation generally has the same detrimental eflects. Good 
management for trout- and other wildlife- would be control 
of vegetation to maintain stages D-E-F. 

of stage A 
since stagE' A 

MIDSUMMER CONDITIONS UNDER 
HEAVY GRAZING BY LIVESTOCK: 
Bank vegetation and watercress grazed and 
trampled. Banks eroding, and stream bed 
mostly covered by shilling silts. Submergent 
plants grow poorly. Whole surface of water 
and stream bed exposed to sun. Greatest 
depth in cross-section only 9 inches (22 em). 
These conditions offer trout no sheller, no 
place to spawn, little food, and frequently 
unfavorable temperatures. 

15 feet 
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MIDSUMMER CONDITION AFTER 2 TO 4 
YEARS OF PROTECTION AGAINST GRAZING: 
Bank vegetation forming a turf. Abundant 
watercress at edges of stream constricts 
channel, thus deepening and speeding water. 
Soft sediments scoured from much of stream 
bed and trapped in cress beds. Submergent 
plants thriving. Only about half the former 
stream width exposed to sun. Greatest depth 
about 20 inches (50 em). Trout have ample 
shelter beneath watercress, beside rock, 
and among submergent plants. Firm stream 
bed and many plants provide substrate for 
many animals that trout eat. Newly 
exposed gravel is a place to spawn. 

LATE IN THE NEXT WINTER: 
Watercress has withered and drifted away. 
The silts it held slump into the channel, 
smothering many of the trout eggs buried in 
gravel and preventing fry from emerging 
into stream. Food is scarce. Broad surface of 
water exposed to cold. Shelter lor trout 
almost as poor as at stage A and will not 
redevelop until May or June. 

MIDSUMMER CONDITION IN ABOUT JRD 
TO 5TH YEAR AFTER GRAZING HALTED: 
Further scouring of fine sediments from 
stream bed. Sill bars at stream edges being 
tied down by reed canary grass with its 
tough system of roots and runners. 
Watercress flourishing, and submergents at 
peak of development. Only 4 feet of stream 
width exposed to sky, and this shaded much 
of day by high grasses. Greatest depth in 
cross-section about 2 feet (60 em). For trout, 
shelter, food, and spawning gravels 
are ample. 
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MIDSUMMER A FEW YE;ARS LAtER; 
Slit berli' further siabili:l:ed by turf. Channel 
narrowed by 40% to 5(!% &!nee stage A. 
Only 2 feet of stream w!dth exposed; 
therefore submergents less abundant. Al$0 
less volume of wat~rc:reu dll$ !Q shade of 
taller phmts. Woody V99etation starting to 
daminete. 

LATE WINTER DURING STAGES D AND E: 
Turf still holds bank materials firmly. 
Overhanging fringes ot matted srua provide 
shelter 1or trout Gravels remain clean 
enough tc allow n(tfma! hatchlng and 
emergence of fry, 

MIDSUMMER 10 TO 20 YEARS t..ATER: 
Alders or other high bushes predominate 
(saplings Qt ash, elm or maple at left). 
Turf completely $haded out. Wal$r level high 
due to clogging by clsbr!s, For trout, food 
may be scarce, tMlter I• excellent beoea!h 
ba!'lklil, among root• and fallen branches. 
But 
Innermost rows of aklers will soon tlp Info 
ehannet, ftltther ¢fogging now and 
destroying overhanging bank. The largely 
vegetational proeesns of bank•building will 
not be repeati!d as long as shade p&rsisU:. 

MANY YEAR$ lATER: 
Mal\lrn forest . , . Dense shade. Few plants 
on forest lloor. Banks ba¥9 eroded, chanrutl 
has spread and silts Of98il'l cover stream bed. 
Channel less IMn 1 toot deep. I.IUie sheller 
~r trout. Even trees undermlned by current 
an<l1oppled across lhe stream may provide 
poor hiding covet, Conditions almost n 
bad as In stage A. 



Constructing Devices to Maintain Sufficient 
Channel Depth and Cover 

A deep channel protects trout from many terrestrial and 
aerial predators. Deep areas in the stream bed, or pools, 
occur naturally as parts of the meandered channel pattern 
of even slow-flowing streams as well as in the pool"rifHe 
undulation of steeper stream beds. Both the meandered 
pattern and the pool-riffle sequence can be enhanced to 
create protective cover for trout. Modify the meandered 
pattern with deHectors and bank revetments to create a 
deeper channel. These same devices can also he used effec
tively" to enhance the pool-riffie conformation. ln streams 
of relatively high gradient, certain types of low dams 
(less than about 3 feet high) can also be used to deepen 
pools. 

In constructing devices in low gradient streams, avoid 
damming the water - and be sure the devices do not 
destroy riffiles; riffles are essential for spawning and arc 
desirable for food production. A good rule of thumb is to 
maintain a depth of 8 inches in "protected water," that is, 
water which has ample rocks, vegetation or other hiding 
cover. Open water should be at least 18 inches deep. Upon 
elimination of grazing or excess shade, vegetation will 
often achieve this deepening by narrowing the stream. If 
not, usc single-wing deflectors and revetments of large 
rock to scour deeper runs and pools. Do not create pools 
longer than a distance equal to five channel widths; this 
appears to he an approximate limit of pool length under 
natural eonditiom, since pools or riffie~<> are normally re
peated every 5 to 7 channel widths. To set 4 or 5 channel 
widths as the maximum pool length in habitat manipu
lation may help avoid creating the deep, quiet waters that 
often serve mainly as habitat for suckers. 

Dredging, digging, and blasting do not have long-lasting 
effect in removing light sediments from streams. Only 
where the bottom is composed of rock, rubble or peat 
could digging or blasting he used effectively to deepen the 
"hannel. lf light sediments clog a stream c:hannel, it is 
hecausc the cmrcnt is insufficient to carry them away. If 
sand or silt are dug out of the stream without removing the 
downstream obstacles that prevent more rapid ftmv, new 
sediments wil! drift in from upstream to fill the newly 
deepened channeL Use deflectors and revetments to con
trol sediments present in the channel. These devices put 
the current to \>v·ork. 

In construction, build solidly. Usc durable matt>rials 
having a natnral appearance. Hock is the preferable ma
terial for in-stream strncturcs. Take care in selecting the 
rock to be used above water. Certain limestones, and p<>r
haps other rocks soon crumble due to freezing and thaw
ing. Keep woodwork completely under water or it will 
rapidly rot. Avoid weak, soft or readily rotted woods. Usc 
oak when possible. 
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Again , avoid unnecessarily obstructing Bow in lowland 
.streams, do no t build debris-catching structures. 

Wing-Deflectors 

These are the hrst all-around devices for modifying 
channe ls. Basically, they are artificially abrupt and erosion
resistant upper or leading edges of "point bars" (sec Glos
sary, Appendix C). A well-constructed system of wing
deflectors is durable and inconspicuous. Such an alter
nating series keeps the current moving swiftly and the 
channe l moderately deep. It makes the curren t scour 
deeper pools at bends. The sand and silt scoured off the 
stream bed will be collected in point bars off the ends of 
wings downstream. Such a series of deflectors, because 
they are placed alternately on each side of the stream, 
conducts the current in a sinuous course. This not only 
looks natural, but is natura l channel pattern. 

Build deflectors in a rough ly triangular shape solidly 
61led with rocks and soil, rather than in a peninsu lar shape 
(such as also achieved with single logs or sheet piling). 
T his is to protect the s tream bed and banks against dam
age by high water. Since water spills off an obstruction at 
right angles to the last surface it touches, downstream 
cJges of triangular structures conduct high wnte r back 
into Ll1e stream. On the other hand, peninsular structures 
c.;ausc high wate r to plunge toward the stream hank crod
in~ holt's between wings and hank. These holes bccome 
deacl wuler pools when the water recedes. They become 
hudly heated in snmmcr and often harbor undesirahk 
fislws. 

\Vhen <ksigning clt•Hectors, obst'I'V{' two important prin-
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Jt ,t ' 
Flimsy construction does not pay len years later. Simply deflect
ing the current with plank wings wasn't enough. The bank has 
been eroded back several feet and winter Ice formations have 
lifted the structures (see especially the plank in the background). 
Now most of the current goes under or around the structures 
and the stream remains wide and shallow. 

ciplcs: ( 1) They should guide the current ntth<:'r than dam 
it, and (2) They should have no protrusions on which drift 
ing debris can accumulntc. 

Any device that impedes the Aow of the currt>nt and 
collects Hoating dclhris is a hazard to trout habitat in uur 
low gradient streams. In eHcct, a d chris-collectinp; dt>viC'c 
is, or eventually will be, a dam. D e fl ectors should gently 
guide the curre nt into a self-uc<'pening, scou ring action. 
Th<'re i ~ no "conect nngl<l" for a deflector (though somC' 

Wing-deflectors In a 
stream, showing alter
nating pattern. 
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Performance of various kinds of wings under normal streamflow 
and flood conditions. (Water course straightened to simplify the 
diagram.) 
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stream improyement manuals Jmty ad\·ocatc a -t.s·o angk !. 
Suit the angle and lt>ngth of wing to tlw vPlodty of \Yater 
and depth desired. 

Do not build deflectors at crests of riflles: there they will 
dam the stream more than if huilt p<nt "-ay d0\n1 the riffle. 
at its foot or in slack water beyond. The crest of the riffle 
<llready impounds the pool a how it. Rather, deepen pools 
by dellecting current into them. 

Build deflector~ low enough to allow the bulk of abnor
mally high stream flow to pa~s m·cr the top. High deflcc" 
tors concentrate floodwater, hence tend to erode stream 
bed materials excessively and to damage the wings. Let 
your guide be the water level during early summer base 
flO\v in a year of normal rainfall. Deflectors should not 
protrude more than about 10 inches above this lc\·el. 

Bank Covers 

Rmk cm·crs are artificial, overhanging ledges, at the 
outside of bends where the current sweeps along the bank. 
They make idE'al hiding places for larger trout- and for 
smaller trout if root tangles or brush are woven into them. 

The fish manager has several choices in constructing 
bank covers and wing-deflectors: (1) a series of alternating 
isolated wing-deflectors; (2) the above plus isolated bank 
coven at each intervening stream bend; and (.3) a com
bined construction of hank cover and wing-deflector, the 
wing being an extension of the bank cover. 

Silt and sand collect at a 
point bar extension of a 
wing-deflector. The view 
here looks downstream 
from one deflector. Brush is 
placed a Ion g the convex 
bank at this point to help 
tie down the fine sediments. 
Grass will soon cover the 
bar and make it a perma
nent part of the stream 
bank. 



Bank cover 
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Steps in the construe· 
lion of a bank cover 
-wing device. (After 
the design developed 
by Robert B. Heding 
and co-workers.) The 
series of photographs 
on the opposite page 
illustrate these steps. 
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1 Jetting the pilings. 

2 L.aylng the stringers. 
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3 Spiking down the longitudinal planking. 

4·5 Revetling with rock behind the overhang and cover
ing with rock. 

6 Coveting finished device with soli and sod. 
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Meandering section of stream. 

Same section showing various beneficial de
vices correclly placed in relation to channel 
pattern and in relation to each other. 

1. Wing and rock revetment (left) 

2. Wings with overhang and bank cover 
(center) 

3. The bank cover-wing combined into a 
single overhanging structure (last 2 
bends). 

Same section showing examples of poor con
struction, poor placement, poor combination 
or detrimental omission ol various devices. 



On a high gradient stream you can shoot the current beneath 
a bank cover by means of a subsurface rock wing-deflector, 
angled to let the water fall toward the bank, A rock wing-deflec
tor provides cover and substrate for trout food. 

(COI.IPLETELY SUBMERGEO) 

Dense stippling in diagram shows deepest area of stream bed 
scoured out by the concentrated current. 

low Barriers or Dams 

Low barriers or dams can be used on high gradient 
streams to deepen pools. The pool-riille sequence appears 
to be characteristic of streams with a gravel bed. In strf'ams 
which arc rather sl<>ep and straight, this undulating chan
nel bed provides sheltering depth of water in pools; the 
shallower, swifter areas arc called riffies. Trout spawn on 
rifHes. Gf'ologists have found that the processes leading to 
formation of pools and rifHcs are doscly related to forma
tion of meanders (Leopold and Langbein, 1966). It was a 
trOut stream biologist, T. A. Stuart (Scottish Home Dept., 
1959), who discovered that the pool-riffic sequPnce repcab 
at intervals of 5 to 7 channel widths. Geologists have since 
verifif'd that this is the tendency in all streams and that 
5 to 7 channel widths is also the interval between ~malo
gous points of meanders (Leopold, Wolman and Miller, 
1964). For more details on the pool-riffle sequence. hO\\
it is formed and how it relates to physical processes in 
streams, see Appendix A. 

Even waters such as rapids, which appear to flow so 
violently that trout could not dwell in them without con
stant exertion, have numerous calm pockets in the turbu
lence caused by boulders and other irregularities of the 
stream bed. Dr. W. Einsele of Austria (pers. comm.) dem
onstrated these resting places on film by sowing the current 
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with many small floats. Few of them moved downstream 
at a velocity even approa<·hing that of the apparPnt main 
current. \-1ost were caught in slow eddies or camE> to rest 
in quif't water such as pools. The important aspect Df steep 
natural streams is the "stair-stepped" form of their beds. 
The water does not shoot directly downslope for l<mg dis
tances, rather it plunges for short distances over rocks, 
kdges, and steep riilles, its energy dissipated in plunge 
pools beneath. 

In a comprehensive treatise on current velocity in lim
nology, Einsclc {1960) points up the importance of jumbled 
boulders in steep stream beds by comparing the velocities 
of these natural streams with velocities in similar streams 
which had been dredged into smooth channels. These 
"regulated channels" lack calm pockets and hiding cover 
for trout- and they lack trout. Trout are abundant. how
ever, in the characteristic stair-stepped channels of natural 
streams. In mountain creeks whose stream beds WC"re steep 
<ll1d frequPntly disrupted by floods, plunge pools consti
tuted the major hiding cover of the stream and contained 
the most substantial concentrations of brown trout -
though in fact, trout seemed to occupy almost every con
ceivable hiding place in shallower, faster water (observa
tion of White during electrofishing with Einsele). 

The Hewitt ramp (Hewitt, 1934) appears to be a superb 
pool-forming device for high gradient streams-but it can 



The Important aspect of steep natural streams is the stair-stepped form of their beds. 

be safely used only in such streams. This device would 
more properly be termed a "plunge" or "ledge" rather than 
a "dam," for the important pool it forms is the plunge pool 
below, not an impoundment above. 

In no case should the Hewitt ramp impound water for 
an upstream distance greater than 5 channel widths; pref· 
erably it should not impound any water. Do not place 
these ramps on spawning riffles. Build successive Hewitt 
ramps no closer than 5 to 7 channel widths. 

Part of the water falling freely over a ledge tends to 
surge back and scour beneath the ledge. While the Hewitt 
ramp permits this action of the water, it is constructed to 
prevent excessive undermining and collapse. \Ve infer 
from the research ofT. A. Stuart (1962) on the swimming 
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and leaping of fishes over obstacles, that two character
istics of the Hewitt ramp permit free movement of trout: 
(1) the natural, undercut plunge-pool is the type from 
y,-hich, because of a standing wave of turbulence, the trout 
can most easily leap upward, and (2) the sloping, "ski· 
jump" is the best shape to permit natural movement of 
trout downstream over the device. 

If the Hewitt ramp is constructed on a hard stream bed 
and the water will not scour a deep pool rapidly, dig out 
a pool which is 1.25 times the height of the waterfall. 
According to Stuart's observations, this is the depth to 
\vhich free-falling water will eventually erode, and is the 
depth which provides the proper standing wave and quiet 
watf'r at the bottom of the pool. 



The sturdy basic construction of the Hewitt ramp is shown in 
the above figure. The fog forming the ramp is well anchored in 
both stream banks by triangular footings. Excellent placement of 
ramp well downstream in the riffle avoids impounding the stream 
(right). Crest of riffle can be seen in the upper right (Photos from 
Minn. Dept. of Conservation). 

Drawings below diagram construction of the Hewitt ramp. 
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Another form of low dam which is desirable because of its natural appearance. II is made 
from rocks available at the stream site, and is an imitation of the natural stair-step pattern 
of very steep stream beds. (Minn. Dept. of Conservation) 
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A low, log dam
less desirable be
cause of wooden 
construction. 



---

In Ideal situation, falling water en· 
ters the pool at nearly a 90' 
angle. A standing wave lias rather 
close to the waterfall, good posi· 
lion lor trout to use its upward 
thrust in leaping. Plunge-pool 
depth is 1.25 limes the distance 
(h) from crest of walerlall to wa 
ter level of the pool. 

Height of fall the same, but pool 
depth less. Standing wave formed 
too far from the ledge to be use
ful to leaping trout. 

Flow down gradual Incline is slow 
enough lo allow passage of as
cending trout. 

---------

' ' 

Flow over steeper Incline Is more 
!han trout can swim against for 
much distance. Trout may even be 
repulsed in standing wave at loot 
of incline, They sometimes leap 
fulilely from the standing wave. 

Shorter barrier with outllow over 
steep incline may be ascended 
by trout with difficulty, 

MOVEMENT OF TROUT OVER OBSTACLES 
(Diagrams drawn altar Stuart, 1962) 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF STRAIGHT CHANNELS, AND PLACE
MENT OF DEVICES TO ENHANCE THEM AS TROUT HABITAT. 
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Unaltered conditions (af
ter Leopold and Lang· 
bein, 1966). Vertical 
scale exaggerated. Note 
sinuous course of thal
weg. Riffle crests lie just 
upstream from points 
where thalweg Is nearest 
the bank. Distance be
tween riffle crests is 5-7 
stream widths. Thalweg 
wave length is about 12 
stream widths. 

Wing-dellectors added 
to increase meander and 
to dig pools deeper 
(rock revetment also 
needed, but omitled to 
simplify diagram.) Wings 
placed well below riffle 
crests so that pools will 
not be impounded. Note 
gradual angle of wings 
- submerged face 
(dashed line) almost 
parallel to thalweg. 

A much steeper channel 
(vertical scale also ex
aggerated). Placed well 
below riffle crest, the 
Hewitl ramp impounds a 
minimum of water, but 
creates a deep plunge 
pool. Hewitt ramp {size 
shown) would not have 
been suitable for use in 
stream section A; no 
matter where placed, it 
would have caused Im
poundment of long 
reaches with resultant 
deposition of silts on 
spawning gravels. 



The stream on the left has been damaged by grazing and floods. The rapidly eroding stream 
bend provides little hiding cover for trout. At the right the same stream bend alter revet
ment with rock (rip-rap). Note that the rocks are jumbled and provide numerous hiding 
places of various sizes for trout at the water's edge. The current, working against the stream 
bank which no longer erodes, has now dug a deeper channel. The fence Is set well back 
behind the crest of the stream bank and a heallhy turf now helps to protect the bank. 

Rock Revetment 

Rock rcvctmcnl or "rip-rap" is a. simple protection of the 
bank, and is olku used primadly as n means of controlli11g 
bank erosion. This tcchniqur also has direct bearing on 
trout habitat in that il cnn cause deepening of the stream 
bend pool. and c~111 itself, if properly constructed provide 
hiding places. ld<·ally the higher portions of the revetment 
rocks will hcc:omc covct·cd hy turf. 

Avoid building n.•vctmcnts ;ts a mason would a W<tll. A 
jumbled mass of rocks has a more natural appearance and 
will provide many more hiding places for trout. 

Note that tlw bank covers nlrcad) discussed are basicall) 
rock ren•hncnts with even more cover built into them. 

~(atcrials other thun rock have pro,•en nowhere near as 
effective. A thin barrier along the stream bank such as is 
shown in the photo at r ight gives the stream an artificial 
appearance, is not durableand does not achieve its pur
pose. Floods scour between barrier and bank. The wood 
deteriorates rapidly bccn\.lse it is exposed to a ir. (See Fig. 
on p. 26). There appears to be no substitute for rock. 
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Installing Submerged Shelters 

Brush submerged in the current of a stream along the 
bank provides the best general hiding COYer for trout of 
all sizes. In brush they find a maze of hiding places- and 
our electrofishing has time and again shown us that they 
really use it. Here in these "snags," as anglers know them, 
trout can safely wait for the current to drift food to them, 
or they can dart into the open stream, grab a morsel and 
quickly return to shelter. Submerged brush hides trout 
from terrestrial, aerial and aquatic enemies-perhaps just 
as importantly, it protects them from cannibalism and it 
may reduce territorial conflict. 

Therefore, build brush shelters to augment submerged 
brush occurring naturally in the stream. Our studies on 
:\1cKenzie Creek indicated that trout of all sizes used brush 
shelters, but that especially large numbers of fingerlings 

were found in them. Along small streams, cut brush right 
off the banks. Secure it carefully along the edges of the 
stream in a manner that will not dam the flow. Gse tree
tops too. In large streams, whole trees, trunk and all, can 
be used. Fasten the butt ends to the bank and let the fine 
branches trail downstream in the current. Use only the 
more durable woods such as oak; even these will deterio
rate in 4 to 5 years. Alder brush is handy because it grows 
along most streams, but it is one of the least durable woods; 
use it only if you can replace it about every 2 years. To cut 
and properly install bushes and treetops requires much 
manpower; to maintain brush shelters requires repeated 
work. This is costly, but remember that brush appears to 
provide shelter for more trout per foot of stream than any 
other type of material. 

In larger streams, live bushes can have the same effect 
if they drape into the water. Therefore, the need for special 
brush shelters at the edges of these streams may not be 
great. (See section on management of stream bank vege
tation.) 

Use submerged logs and boulders to make hiding places 
for larger trout. Fasten logs solidly into the stream bank 
and align them almost parallel to the flow. In small, slow
flowing streams, be especially careful to place boulders so 
that they do not dam the stream. 

Incorporate hiding places into deflectors and revet
ments. Use live vegetation and an integrated arrangement 
of brush shelters, logs, boulders, rip-raps of angular rock, 
and specially built overhangs. 

Small trees installed in a large trout stream are excellent shelter. 
These are attached by cables (here, of exaggerated length) to 
tree trunks and other fixtures on the bank, and can rise and fail 
with fluctuating water levels. When butt-ends are kept slightly 
above the shoreline, less debris will accumulate on them, and .... 
the whole installation will be more streamlined, High water may ... 
often heave trees up onto bank, This and rolting are maintenance 
considerations. Keep cables as short as possible to reduce un
sightliness and tripping hazard, but at least one loot should be 
tell between anchor and tree-shelter to allow free-play. 
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Some Nonrecommended Devices 

The following devices and materials have often been 
used to maintain channel depth but have had detrimental 
effects, often outweighing the advantages to trout habitat. 

V -deflectors are constrictive devices sometimes used to 
make pools. These provide more problems than benefits. 
Debris easily clogs them. Beavers use them as foundations 
for their dams. Fishermen trying to "improve" habitat, 
place rocks in the throats of V -deflectors to make dams. 
Small boys do the same just for the joy of damming. Trap
pers pile stones in these deflectors to form places for musk
rat sets. When functioning normally, a V -deflector "speeds" 
the current, but only for a short spurt. 

Digger-logs directly oppose the current. They often col
lect debris and become dams. Never use them. 

A-deflectors are also obstacles to flmv. They will be 
damaged in floods and will accumulate debris. Their worst 
feature is that they widen the channel by forcing the cur-
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rent outward against the banks at both sides and causing 
erosion in two directions at once. 

!-deflectors have the same disadvantages as A-deflectors. 
Do not use them unless they are completely submerged 
and streamlined so as to avoid catching debris. While !
deflectors are fine submerged hiding places for trout, they 
must be made so painstakingly that they will often be un
economical. The log !-deflector installed approximately 
parallel to the current as pictured will certainly catch 
debris and be a nuisance. 

Sheet-piling or "Wakefield sheeting" does not provide 
overhang for protective cover and it leaves the device with 
an unnatural, straight face which spoils the natural aspect 
of the streams. Wood sheet-piling is much less permanent 
than rock, especially when, as is often the case, it projects 
above water and can rot. Sheet-piling is sometimes needed 
to construct fish barriers, bank protectors, and water con
trol structures. 

Concrete, ugly and artificial, has at present no place as 
a material for devices in trout streams. Perhaps some day 
a use for it in foundations of bank-covers or wing-deflectors 
may be found, but it can never be used as an exterior 
material without ruining the natural appearance of trout 
streams. 



PENINSULAR 
W!NG 

DEFLECTOR 

(OI.RING HIGH WATER, 

BANK WILL ERODE AND 
POOL WILL FORM HERE) ...... 

V-DAM 
OR 

tAk ~0 t} I 

/ 

V- DEFLECTOR 

(WILL CLOG AND DAM) 

' 

OR A- DEFLECTOR 
DEFLECTOR 

OR INVERTED V- DEFLECTOR 

{WlLL CLOG, DAM, AND WIDEN 

DIGGER-LOG 
STREAM) 

(WILL CLOG AND DAM) 

Some nonrecommended or improperly constructed devices. 
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Female brown trout (left) digs a redd In autumn at the crest of 
a riffle. Violent flailing of the gravel with her body draws pieces 
up into the current which carries them downstream into a pile. 
The dominant suitor of the moment hovers close by, fending off 
rivals and ready to fertilize eggs when they are extruded into 
the redd pit against the pile of clean gravel. A smaller male, re· 
peatedly repulsed, wheels for another charge. 

This female is digging her third redd of the season. Roman num-

erals designate gravel piles of each redd, shown in cut·away 
view with Individual pebbles omitled in order to emphasize loca
tion of eggs. Eggs laid against pile I are covered by gravel of 
redd II; eggs in redd II are covered by gravel of redd III. Dark 
cross-hatching indicates undisturbed stream bed. Eggs will de
velop during winter. Fry hatch early in spring and live in the 
gravel while they still have yolk sacs before wriggling out into 
the stream. 

Measures to Protect and Restore Spawning Habitat 

At the present state of knowledge, sound management 
to improve reproduction of wild trout is simply to preserve 
and enhance existing gravel beds and to restore spawning 
grounds ruined by dams. Streams sustaining high wild 
populations have large amounts of stream bed graveL 
Attempts to duplicate this in streams lacking-gravel would 
be very costly. Some hope for artificial spawning beds lies 
in the possibility that smaller deposits of gravel, if of better 
quality and distribution than in natural streams, might 
produce young trout more efficiently. 

Environmental influences on natural reproduction are 
complex: size and texture of stream bed materials, stream
How volume, conformation and gradient of channel, tem
perature, and perhaps other factors. Until we understand 
these plus behavior of spawning trout and the reasons for 
high mortality of trout fry in the wild, we should go slowly 
on programs to build artificial spawning beds. 

Less risky ways to improve habitat for natural reproduc
tion will be to reduce Roods, remove dams, preserve riffles 
and promote growth of aquatic plants as cover for young 
trout. VVing-def:lectors can be placed to make the current 
scour sand and silt off of gravel. Hiding cover at the edges 
of spawning beds is desirable. Spawning is hazardous for 
trout. They often locate nests in water only 6-12 inches 
deep and exposed, therefore, to predators. Refuge should 
be made available nearby. 

Trout reproduction in the wild is relatively inefficient. 
Only 2 percent of trout eggs become fingerlings (:\IIcFad
den, 1961). Csing data from an excellent trout stream, 
Lawrence Creek (Hunt, McFadden and Brynildson, 1962; 
Hunt 1966), we found tlJat in a very good year an average 
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of 7 or 8 nine-month-old fingerlings were produced per 
square yard of stream bed gravel. More commonly, only 
2 or 3 fingerlings per square yard were produced. 

Using these figures and present costs of gravel, trucking, 
labor and hatchery trout, we calculated that the 30-year 
amortized cost of sustaining trout populations by building 
and taking care of artificial spawning beds might be slight
ly less than the cost of stocking hatchery-reared fingerlings 
to achieve the same populations. This, however, does not 
take into account the catastrophic failures of reproduction 
that occur in some years due to winter floods. In gravelly 
stream beds, pieces are drifted downstream from riffle to 
riffie by high water. With no supply of drifting gravel from 
upstream, it is doubtful that isolated artificial deposits 
would last long. Another problem is siltation of gravel beds. 
Our attempts to build spawning beds in Dell Creek, Wis
consin, were unsuccessful due to siltation. Many mistakes 
are likely to be made in placement of artificial beds. All in 
all, the uncertainties make it unlikely that trout popula
tions can (at this time) be boosted by this means. 

Aside from economic risks, the gravel-retaining struc
tures that would often be necessary to reduce drifting, 
would probably give the stream an undesirable appear
ance. Pictures we have seen of artificial spawning beds 
for salmon on the Pacific Coast (known to be successful), 
show little resemblance to a natural stream. 

Black Earth Creek near Madison, Wisconsin, affords an 
example of restoration of natural habitat for spawning 
lollowed by sharp increases in number of wild brown trout 
fingerlings. Here, a mill dam was removed in 1956 and the 
stream banks fenced against cattle for about 5 miles below 



the former pond. Fencing \\"<IS completed in lH57. As the 
fence-protected vcgetatiou changed channel form, more 
and more gravel became lmeovered. Each year more of the 
stream bed was used for redd sites. Autumn populations of 
fingerlings were .'3- to 7-fold higher dming JU.S!l-62 than 
they had hcen in 19.51-56. 

Meager as it is, knowledge gained to date on selection 
of spawning habitat hy various tront species may he of use 
in habitat management. Brook trout spawn in coarse sand 
as well as gr;Wt"\. hut with the app<nent requirement of 
upwelling groundwater. Rro\\"n trout choose riffles seem
ingly without heed of upwdling. Hainbow trout seem to 
select deeper water than the other two species. Stuart 
( 1953a) demonstrated that the hydraulic characteristics 
of the stre<.un bed at the CH'Sts of riffles where hro\\"n 
trout most often spawn, promote downward flow of stream 
water through the gravel. This circulates oxygen to the 
eggs. Our observations on the Prairie Hiver, \Visconsin, 
indict~ted that brook trout chose as redd sites, quiet waters 
atside the main current, but with obvious springs upwelling. 
Brown trout, in contrast, built redds in ri!Hes of the main 
channel adjacent to areas of brook trout spawuing as well 

as in rilHcs far downstream where there appeared to be 
little increment of groundwater- <llld where in winter the 
stream was thickly covered by icc. Here, thermistor prob
ings into redds revealed temperatures of 32c -36''F. lasting 
for several months in winter. Brown trout eggs brought 
from a hatchery and buried in screen boxes next to these 
downstream redds developed slowly and survived poorly, 
whereas eggs dcv('lopcd rapidly and survived well when 
simihlrly buried next to th(' brown trout rcdds upstream 
where winter water temperatures were warmer. 

Iu lower Big Roche-a-Cri Creek, \\'isconsin, a slow, flat 
stream having mostly sand hut some gravel in the hed and 
having no visihlc springs, White (1959), probing with ther
mistors in winter, found that the tern perature in the gravel 
redds was wanner than that in nearby materials, and that 
this was apparently due to upvv·elling groundwater. In a 
:\fichigan brook trout stream, Benson (JH53) found similar 
indications hy burying mercury thermometers. In the smne 
stream Latta (1965) found year-to-year corrclation be
tween groundwater levels and numher of young-of-the
year brook trout, hut no correlation hclween groundwater 
a!ld number of younp; brown trout. 

bedrock or impermeable substratum 
Intra-gravel ftow ol stream waler near the crest ol a riffle. (Modilled alter Stuart, 1953a.) 
Water moves downward into gravel at right angles to the stream bed surface. Brown trout 
often spawn near riffle crests.. Irregular sizes ol the component gravel particles are impor
tant to stability of riffle and redds (leliavsky, 1954; Stuart, 1960). 

Measures to Improve Production of the Food Supply of Trout 

It appears to he neither feasible nor ('Sthetic to artifi
cially propagate, cultivate and feed food organisms to trout 
in streams, bnt WP can suggest measures to improve natural 
production. 

Let Light Reach the Stream 

To promote growth of food, permit adequate light to 
reach the stream <llld its bank. Preserve rimes. Promote 
growth of aquatic vegetation and, of course, protect the 
stream from floods. Plants such as watercress support sev-
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era! hundred times more food organisms per foot of stream 
than does sand; many more than even the rocks in riffles 
(Tarzwell, IH36). There is little puhlish('d information on 
production of insects in different terrestrial habitats, hut 
one entomologist interviewed, felt that a mixture of low 
shrubs (less than 3 or 4 feet high), grasses, sedges and 
forhs, might produce a better supply of terrestrial insects 
than would trees and high shrubs. He thought it likely that 
conifers would produce less trout food than almost auy 
other vegetation. 



Enrich Stream Water Cautiously 

\Ve have seen naturally infertile streams that support 
substantial growth of trout only below the point where 
they receive sewage from a town. Growth of trout food 
organisms can he phenomenal in water enriched by proper 
amounts of nutrients. Many streams of northern Wisconsin 
lack the nutrients required to sustain a worthwhile trout 
fishery and might he beneficially enriched during the 
growing season without damaging their appe;nancc. 

The amount of nutrient injected into the stream must, 
however, be kept small enough to avoid "stream eutrophi
cation," an abundance of aquatic plants that deplete oxy
gen at ni~t to levels intolerable- for trout. After dark, 
plants do not produce oxygen as they do during daylight; 
instead they consume it hy rc.~piration. An overabundance 
oi plants sometimes robs streams of almost all oxygen at 
night and the trout die. Such conditions occur where the 
plants arc well supplied with nutrients, as from too much 
sewage effluent. 

Measures to Improve Water Temperatures 

VVhile streams selected for trout management should he 
only those having favorable water temperatures (or those 
which, upon removal of dams, will develop good tempera
hires), stream temperatures may sometimes he favorably 
altered. Try to keep temperatures within the range for 
rapid growth of trout (45" to 65"F.). The principles in such 
control are to reduce direct heating by the sun in spring 
and summer and to reduce loss of heat by outward radi
atiorl in cold weather. To achieve this moderation of tem
peratures, remove dams, increase spring flow, narrow the 
water surface by altering the channel and by developing 
low vegetation on the bank- and as a last resort, shade 
the surface of the stream. Tall grasses, forhs, low shruhs 
(less than .'3 or 4 feet high) and emergent aquatic plants 
often provide adequate shade. Such vegctatioJl on a small 
stream can be as effective as tall trees on a broad river. 

Helease impounded springs so that they flow more 
quickly to the stream. Some springs arise far back from the 
stream and follow an indirect, shallow or braided channel 
hcforc entering it. Straighten and narrow the channel ot 
outflow if that will significantly shorten exposure to sun 
and air. In some cases it will he practicable to tile springs 
from their source to the main str('am. Protect springs and 
their channels from livestock. The vegetation that grows 
up around them ,.,.ill shade the water. Foster grasses rather 
than trees and shrubs in these areas. Trees and other woody 
and hroad-leavcd plants growing hy a stream and its 
springs pump directly from the groundwater supply. Such 
transpiration may he a significant drain on the summer 
water supply for a stream. A single large elm can transpire 
.500 gallons a day; there-fore, three such trees may mean a 
loss from th(' gronndwatf'r tahle of I gallon per minutf'! 
Our hroad-leav('d plants arf' water-wastf'rs, grasse~ arc 
water -conservers. 
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~.~.··~••; ~~. forked 
tree trunk in the background. The beneficial effect the inflow 
of spring water into the stream is indicated by the growth of 
watercress. The stream above (background, right) has none. 

The charge of 32° water from snowmelt brings about the coldest 
temperatures and most rapid change in temperature a trout must 
withstand each year. 



The stream kept open because ol good sprlngnow even though 
on this sub-zero day a border of hinge Ice has formed. 

In a reach of stream wilh Insufficient seepage of groundwater, 
Ice covers the stream. Here Investigators dig through the ice to 
reach eggs incubating in brown trout redds in the stream bed. 
Development and survival are poor. 
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Fencing 

Build fences well back from the stream bank. Ideally one 
should build them above the Hood channel so that they will 
not catch debris or be torn down during high water. Place 
the fence far enough from the stream to allow trucks and 
other equipment to pass along the stream during later 
operations to control vegetation and construct in-stream 
devices. Even where land is very expensive, try to protect 
a width of at least one rod behind the crest of the bank 
(not the water's edge). 

\Ve have seen "stream-protecting" fences so close to the 
stream that in many places the banks were grazed bare 
despite them; a cow can stretch her head 3 feet through a 
fence. Keep fences well back from the outside banks of 
bends or the stream may soon undermine the fence. Revet 
banks which erode away so rapidly as to endanger the 
fence. 

Barbed wire fences, necessary as they are to habitat 
management, inconvenience anglers and blemish the land
scape-fences ,,-ith steel posts especially. Building plenty 
of stiles and planting fencerows with food and cover 
(shrubbery not trees!) for wildlife can help alleviate these 
disadvantages. The unattractiveness of steel posts can be 
lessened by painting them dark green or brown. For scenic 
reasons alone, wooden posts may sometimes be called for, 
or they may be nt>eded as corner po~t assemblies for steel 
post fences, or where the land is too marshy to hold the 
thin steel posts. 

Chemically-treated wooden fence posts are more durable 
and have proven to be more economical than untreated 
wooden posts. Although the initial cost is higher, treated 
posts last from 30 to 50 years. In contrast, untreated posts 
often rot through after only lO to 20 years. 

\Vhere livestock or machinery must cross the stream, 
construct special passes in the fence. Livestock-crossings 
have heen a difficult problem in \Visconsin's trout habitat 
management program. It is hard to build crossings that 
will contain livestock, yet permit debris to pass down
stream without getting hung up during high water. Cattle 
often learn to push through swinging wooden "flood
gatf's." Then the farmer often wires the gates together
making a debris-catcher. Wooden floodgates also deterio
rate rapidly and need much maintenance. The cables they 
are hung on sag badly; inspect these each year and adjust 
them if necessary. The wooden washers usually used to 
space the gates go to pieces quickly. Use a tougher ma
terial. In many instances, one can make a simple, satisfac
tory stock-crossing by stringing a few lightly supported 



Build fences well back from the stream bank. 

strands of barbed wire across the stream. String the low
est strand high enough to allow debris to pass beneath 
during normal flow. Such crossings are not intended to 
withstand floods; after each flood they will have to be 
restrung. Locate c~ttle and machinery crossings, if pos
sible, where the stream bottom is firm and where the 
banks slope gently. If you must pave the bottom with 
gravel, dig it out £rst so that the £nishcd level will not 
protrude above the normal stream bottom to form a dam. 
Bevel the path leading down the stream bank into the 
crossing and pave it if it is so steep that it will erode. 
Build crossings wide enough that livestock do not bunch 
np, panic and become injured when crossing during high 
water. Several references on fence construc-tion an~ listed 
in the Bibliography. 
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Callie crossing with floodgates to allow debris to pass down
stream during floods. 

Floodgates performing during a flood. 

A caltle watering area which can be folded back out of the way 
of floods when cattle are not in the pasture. 



MAINTAINING WHAT HAS BEEN PROTECTED AND IMPROVED 

A sound program of management entails upk('('p; that 
is, systematic inspection ;md repair. Large expenditnres to 
protect all(] restore hahitat will he monvv dmvn the drain 
if a small amount is not spent caeh year thcn•,tftcr to com
pletely inspect the chamwl and fences tor deterioration, 
and then to repair them. 

Completely impect each managed streum to detect 
d(•bris-dams, damaged fencl's and damagt'd in-~tr<'am 

slrudurcs ,\( the following times: ( 1) in spring ;tfter run" 

11/f of SJHJ\\'tllt"l! \l·atvr_ (:3) in fa]] after tltc fishing ~l',tS<::J 

-;mgkrs may han• dammed spawning lwds-.md ::3 
immediately after t'H'r) Hood. 

Continued control of siiTam bmtk vegetation ~lwuld he 
a major part of post-devt'loprncn\ maintenance. 

Maintenance patrols will be in good position tcJ cherk 
for pollution, illegal ditching, evidences of po<H:hing- all(\ 
illegal irrigallon. 

THE SEQUENCE OF MANAGEMENT 

The correct sequence for applying the variom manage
nwnt practices we have deserih<'d, \\"i\1 diikr ac(·ording to 

C<tch stream. There can he ler>VI·ay, hut to prevent con
fusiml, some special considerations art' worth keeping in 
mind. Some trcatmcHts can he carried out at most any 
time, while others nmst await certain JllTn•qnisite 'il<'ps. 

l. Hcmove any J.ams as soon as tlw opportunity arise . .., 
on any t>:l.isting or potential trout stream in \\'isconsin. No 
elaborate preliminary survey i~ nec('ssary. OftCJl it may lw 
impossible to adequately asst•ss thL' potential of a ~trcarn 
for trout until the darns art> eliminated and stn•mn hed 
m;tterials, temperature regime and other fadors of habitat 
\)('come evident. 

After the preliminary examination has J"('aclJ{'d a st;tgt' 

where on(' can definitely .s<ty that the stn'<lll1 desen, s nt<~n 

<!j.({'ltll'nt: 
2.. lrnpl('mt'nt mcasur('s to control Aoods and w,t(CJ"~b·C 

('rtlsiou <II mry tinw. 
:3. Exclude livestock from the stream hank, tal-in~ «Ill' 

to construct ~!ream hank fencing in such a way thai it, •. il' 
not int{'rfcre with fntun' management in tbe stre,tm~. 

-1. Alter spring outlets if nece~sary. 
After the ("\amin;tlion is finislwd, alterations ("(luld ~'f 

starte(\: 
5. lkmov!' trce.~ and brush \vhcrc shade is not llt'Cdt·o~.: 

to maintain tol!•rahle water l('tnp!'l"aturt's durin2; tht: 
SlUJlHlCr. 

(:j_ Construct wing-deHccton, other channc\iz;ltion dt'
\'ie<'s and hiding cover. 

7. c.ury on with a program of maintenance. 

SPECIAL HAZARDS TO TROUT HABITAT 

Although certain hazards to tmnt lwbitat have been 
brought out previously, we discuss lww three other types 
of strc;un m;tnipulation, some of their dfeds on streums 
and some ways of coping with probkrns th;tt the\· cau~e. 
These are of widespread importance for thl'y hav!' a bear
in}.'; on most of the nW<t.~\ues to prot('Ct ami improve trout 
habitat. 

Damming 
;\luch might be doue to ine:qwnsivcly restore good trout 

habitat in \Visconsin hy removing dams. lmpoundnwnts, 
whether huilt by humans, by beawr, or by accunwlation 

of llo;tting dchris. arc detrim('ntal to trout habitat in most 
of onr low gradient stn•ams and in many streams of i1lghcr 
gradient. In \Visconsin, hydro-electric dams and dLtms 
one(' used to power grist mills and s;twrnills have destwyc<l 
nHwh trout \\ater, but the damage i~ not irreparable, for 
cllrr<'nt and vegl'tation combine to develop trout luhit.tt 
in stw<llfl channels reclaimed from impoundments. \lam 
dams 011 our trout streams are obsolete and thPy cuuld lw 
removPd. Their usefulness has been supplanted by morL' 
modern facilities. Heal estate developers, power inte-rt"sts. 
and would-be fish pond builders must be discourag(~d fr<1m 
damming \Visconsin trout streams and their feeder springs 



Many dams are obsolete and should be removed. 
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Fluctuating water levels are often the result of dams. They leave 
the protective vegetation on the stream bank high and dry. 

Beaver dams are at present probably an even greater 
source of damage to trout water. This problem is especially 
acute in northeastern Wisconsin. 

To the detriment of trout streams lying below dams, im
pounded water usually warms too much in summer and 
freezes in winter. Algae flourish in impoundments. Im
poundment-produced algae can create such turbidity in 
the stream below that growth of rooted aquatic plants is 
inhibited. Upstream also, the trout population may suffer 
because the impoundment destroys spawning ueds. The 
deeper water behind a dam may provide a good place for 
trout to live and grow for a few years, hut often the pond 
soon fills with silt and the trout disappear. Many of Wis
consin's trout sn·eams are of such low gradient, that re
moving even obstructions only 6 inches high help~ to mod
erate temperatures and to speed the current, which un
covers gravel needed for spawning. 

Remove obstructions such as fallen trees that decrease 
current in lowland streams. Do not build structures that 
slow the current enough to cause siltation upstream from 
the structure. Only on high gradient streams will low dams 
designed to create pools benefit trout habitat. 

When a dam is removed, silt flushes from the old pond 
bottom into the stream below. Therefore, avoid removing 
a dam in autumn or winter. This could disturb spawning 
downstream and smother trout eggs with silt. Hemove 
dams in springtime about the time grasses start to grow. 
This will be after spring runoff floods and will allow a full 
summer's growth of vegetation to tie down the pond 
bottom silt. Then, during the next fall's spawning season, 
erosion will be at a minimum and hopefully the turf will be 
tough enough to withstand the next spring's flood. 

Beaver impoundments have the same detriments as all 
other dams. The problem is widespread; locating and re
moving beaver dams on n·out streams is a continuing 
operation. 

When a beaver dam is removed, a thorough job should 
be done. Do not merely "knock the top off." W e have found 
that to remove beaver dams eHectively, one must pull out 
all sticks imbedded in the stream bottom. This is work to 
be done by hand. Be sure to remove food-caches and debris 
lodged in the pond bottom behind beaver dams. Unless 
this is done, sediments will seldom be adequately scoured 
away. 

• Sometimes the downstream effects of damming are str iking! 



THE STORY OF ONE TROUT STREAM THAT WAS DAMMED .•. AND LATER OPENED 

The mill pond, which froze (right) each winter. 

Close-up view of the pond water: bluegreen algae (Os
clllaloria) and diatoms were produced In such great 
quantities in the warm, fertile pond that they rose to the 
top In unsightly masses. The scum poured over the dam 
causing turbid water downstream. 

Former pond viewed from upstream. Excellent hiding 
cover and spawning grounds developed in 5 years after 
dam opened. Stream below became clear; beneficial 
vegetation developed; and wild brown trout populations 
mainly replaced sucker populations. 

"" ·••••• was released when the dam was per
manently opened. 

I . ·.:·' '!if
,.J!<' 
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Stream-Straightening and Land Drainage 
Stream-straightening is, by many people's definition, a 

type of ''drainage." Ikgardlcss of how such dredging is 
categorized, it is usually <ll1 immediate and clear-cut detri
ment to trout habitat. Draimtgc in general is a diffmc sub
ject and will be trcotted only briefly at the end of this 
section. 

Throngh :.traightcning, much stream is simply lost 
through shortening; the straight channel may often he less 
than half the original lf'ngth. The deep, sheltPring pools 
,tt the lwnds of mc,wdcrs \\'ill no longer exist Channel 
ditdl('rs often dig a ~mooth stream lwd \\'ithout riffles and 
bcking protccti\·c boulders, ledges and plunge pools. The 
result is a tront desert. It can take years before a hcncfl.cia] 
pool-riffle undulation of the stream bed rcden·lops, aud 
this \\'ill take place only in gr<n-cl-bcdded streams. In S<l!ld 
and silt-bedded channels, pools will form below obstruc-
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Drawdown reveals damage in the pond: stream bank and aquatic 
vegetalion are lacking and mud covers spawning gravel. 

tions or when the channel has again developed meanders, 
as it will eventually do, hut the process is very slow. 

The channel dredged straight, though "neat and order
ly," is <:nntrary to natnre and lacks the charm of a natural 
stream. As \YC have pointed out a sinuous course is the 
natural condition of streams. (See also Appendix A.) 

StrParn-straightening is contrary to "water conserv<ltion," 
though it is sometimes included !n this category by thost• 
,,·ho \\"Ould eliminate meanders to simplify farming or to 
"channelize llomhn!tcrs." Thi:, is not flood control. Concen
trating flood'' atcrs into a straight trough eliminates the 
resistances of a naturally meandering channel; it fails to 
dissipate the Pncrgy of the high \\'ater, as docs an irregular 
c·oursc. Straightening the How carries floodwaters more 
quickly out of the area. but it dumps them with incrC<lsed 
fmy onto land downstream. 

Stuart (1960) cites ways in \\,hich dredgiop; upsets the 
ground\\"ater hydrology of an area. 



Fortunately, stream-dredging is illegal in Wisconsin 
without permission from the Pnhlic Service Commission. 
This Commissiou obtains information from the \Viscousin 
Conscrvatiou Department on potential damage to trout 
habitat before grunting a permit. There arc signs that 
drcdgiug is falling into disfavor with other governmental 
conservation and agricultural agencies. 

But many once"productive reaches lie dredged and 
straightened, relies of previous days. "Where the tempera
ture and fertility of these channels remain at trout-pro
ducing levels living conditions for trout can be improved 
by restoring the meandered channel pattern, and in the 
steeper streams by restoring the pool-riffie undulation of 
stream beds. \Vhere the channel cannot be restored to the 
former meanders, at least the sinuosity of flow can be in
ereascd and deeper spots in the stream bed carved by 
installing deflectors and revetments. To add further shel
ter, incorporate bank covers in these devices. \\'here the 
stream has a gravel bed, dig the gravel up a bit and pile it 
to Jorm rifRes at intervals of 5 to 7 dumnel widths. The 
pools between should be somewhat longer than the riffics. 
For even better pools in high gradient streams build Hewitt 
ramps (p. 27) where they will impound water for no far
ther upstream than .'5 channel widths. Plant reed cauary 
grass along the cmbankmcuts where needed. 

\Ve stress that streams should not be dredged in the first 
place. By suggesting measmes to alleviate the damage, we 
imply no justification for stream-straightening. (Sec also 
Appendix A.) 

'"Drainage" in the general seuse of the word cannot be 
pinned down to a simple set of procedures and effects. 
There arc several ways to manipulate the groundwater 
level, and the cHccts on smface waters may vary widely 
according to local hydrologic conditions. Since the quality 
of \Visconsin's trout streams is so heavily dependent on 
ground\yater supplies though, it stands to reason that 
drains on this resomcc will often be detrimental. Dredging 
drainage channels in bogs can sometimes create trout 
water where there was none previously (Stuart, 1960), hut 
this might often at the same time diminish the groundwater 
supply of good trout streams in the vicinity. 

Floods 

Reduce overland runoff and promote "soak-in" to bendlt 
trout streams. 

Floods damage protective cover for trout, they wash 
away food organisms, they sometimes strand the tront 
themselves and, if they occur during the incubation of 
trout eggs, the swirling waters can wipe out a whole gen
enttion. The powerful snow-melt floods of winter sweep 
away some trout nests and wash silt into others. The silt 
smothers eggs or prevents fry from emerging. \Vhenever 

Freshly dredged stream. Research showed that trout populations 
decreased sharply and never recovered. 

Aller several years, banks developed vegetative cover, but 
stream still looks artilicial {above). Curvature partially restored 
in a straightened stream channel (below). Here trout increased 
several fold after the devices were installed. 



The power of high water. 

floods can be controlled or reduced, these damages should 
lessen. Flood wntrol is the most needed stream manage
ment in the frequently flood-swept coulee streams of west
ern \Visconsin. To control floods in these streams, detention 
dams with slower water release and higher detention 
capacity than current specifkations require, would be 
needed. It is questionable, however, that they are economi
cally feasible solely to protect trout streams. 

In a stream subject to frequent severe flooding, it may 
not be worth trying to develop trout habitat until this 
source of damage is eliminated. To best protect trout 
stream habitat, combat floods before they reach the stream. 
The correct place to control fast runoff is back in the drain· 
age area above the trout water. 

"Detention dams" are structures that temporarily catch 
runoff water and release it slowly so that the stream chan
nel is not damaged. These can be effective in protecting 
trout habitat if they release runoff slowly enough and 
above the trout spawning areas. Engineers <.:ommonly de
sign them to keep water level at bank full stage during 
periods of runoff. In steep terrain where detention dams 
arc most often needed, this stage appPars to he high 

enough to damage in-stream structures~trout redds cer
tainly. More information is needed to indicate what water 
levels would be desirable. Detention dams across the 
main channel in trout water sections do not benefit tront 
habitat above the dam, and such a dam will probably 
damage spawning and food-producing areas upstream by 
depositing silt on the "dry pool" area temporarily covered 
with detained runoff. 

"Hetention dams" release runoff water only down to a 
certain pond level, then retain some of it. This may provide 
a fishery for warmwater fishes, sometimes even for trout. 
Such dams should he carefully designed to prevent escape 
of fishes and to guard against release of lethally warm 
water into trout streams when high water occurs. 

A void straightening of streams below outlets of deten
tion and retention dams. This destroys trout habitat and 
the natural character of streams. Unfortunately, engineers 
are inclined to recommend such ditching, purportedly to 
"take the water away from the damsite faster," and farmers 
like this straightening be<.:ause it gives them a piece of hmd 
more adapted to mechanized tilling than when the stream 
meandered a<.:ross it. 

The aftermath. 



APPENDIX A 

Physical Processes in Streams 

Flowing water and the stream bed are principal features 
of the stream-dwelling trout's environment. To effectively 
manage trout streams, the fish manager must have an 
understanding of how water Hows, how it affeds and is 
affected by stream bed form and materials. 

Here, dnnving from 3 recent publications written hy 
geologists and engineers, we present information thllt 
should be useful to fish managers in working with streams. 
The sources (authors and page numbers) of statements are 
shown in the right-hand margin. r<.·Iost statements are p<tra
phrased; direct quotations arc enclosed in quotation marks. 
LW~-1 = Leopold, L. B., M.G. Wolman and 

J.P. ~filler. 1964. Fluvial processes 
in geomorphology. Freeman Press: 
522 p. 

LL Leopold, L. B. and W. B. Langbein. 
1966. River meanders. Scientific 
American, 214 (6):60-70. 

LEL Leliavsky, S. 1955. An introduction 
to fluvial hydraulics. Constable, 
London: 257 p. 

The two principal external forces <lcting on L\V~I 152 
water in an open channel are gradty pulling 
the water downslope and friction between the 
water and the stream bed and banks resisting 
downstream movement. 

Velocity of water depends not only on steep- L\\'~1 1.57 
ness and roughness of the stream bed, but on 
the depth of water. A large, deep river with the 
same gradient as some brook will nm much 
more rapidly than tht> brook. The l'viississipi 
\Vith very gradual slope has a terrific current. 

The total resistance to flow in natural chan- L\V~1161 

nels involves the si;:;e of particles on the surfaec 
of the bed and banks, vegetation, curvature of 
the channel, obstructiom and chauging forms 
in the bed such as sand and silt waves. 

As veloeity of the w<lter inereascs, these ob- L\\'~-1 162 
jeets have increasingly greater force in resist-
ing flow; the results are eddying, secondary 
circulations and dislodging of the ohjel:ts 
themselves. The flow resistance of roughnesscs 
on bed and bank increases as the square of the 
velocity, a principle which applies to all tur-
bulent flow with few exceptions. The shape 
and material of a stream bed have tht• follow-
in~ types of resistances: 
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(1) Skin resistonce which depends on rough- LW~{ 162 
ness of the surface that water flows over and 
on the wlocity of the water. 

(2) lntemal distortiml resistance involving LW~I 162 
eddies and secondary circulations set up by 
bends of the stream, bars, individual boulders, 
undulations of the hed and protuberances of 
the bank. Internal distortion resistance also var-
ies approximately with the square of velocity. 

(:3) Spill resistance caused when water backs L\\'~·f 162 
up behind an obstruction and plunges abruptly 
to a diminished velocity. Spill resistance in-
creases much more rapidly than the square of 
velocity. 

Experiments have shown that channel cur- L\\':-<.1163 
\·ature alone ean cause resistance equal to or 
surpassing skin resistm1ce. 

That brings us to consider the shape of chan
nels. 

Channel Form 

To describe channel patterns geologists use 
the general terms meandering, braided and 
straight. 

:"Jatural streams are "seldom straight through L\VM 281 
a distance greater than about 10 channel 
widths." \Vhen one says "straight channel," he 
nsually means relatively straight, irreguhlr, 
slightly sinuous or nonmcandering. 

Braided channels are those that divide into L\\'~1 281 
several channels v .. ·hieh successively meet and 
redivide. 

Single channels with a high degree of sinu- LW~I 281 
osify are referred to as meandering channels. 
Sinuosity descriht•s a stream's contortcdness in 
the horizontal plane. Sinuosity is <ldually <l 
technical term <ls Leopold et aL, use it, a com-
parison of channel length to v;li!ey length. It is 
the r<ttio of the distance measured in the water 
to the distance measured across bends right 
down the valley. Leopold et aL, found some 
streams with a sinuosity of 1; tlt<lt is, the stream 
ran almost straight down the lowest part of the 
valley floor and, therefore, this ratio was 1 to l. 
At the other e:dreme they found channels so 
contorted that they were four times longer than 



the valley they traversed, a sinuosity of 4. 
Streams with sinuosities L3 or higher are 
arbitrarily termed as meandering; and below 
1.5 as straight. There is no sharp distinction 
between the patterns, meandering, braided 
and straight; rather, along its course a stream 
may pass from one type to the other. 

A meandering course is the one flowing wa. L\V~J, LL 
ter tends to take whether cutting through the general 
rock of the Grand Canyon or threading its way 
across a swamp or gushing down a glacier or 
even when streaming as an ocean current; for 
instance, the mighty Gulf Stream of the At-
lantic has a meandering course. 

Even where the channel seems straight, the LWM 282 
line of maximum depth, termed the thalweg", 
wanders back and forth from near one bank to 
the other. A tendency for lateral cutting of the 
stream bank results from alternating bars of 
sediment deposited along the channel banks; 
this is the beginning of a meandering pattern. 

--- --- ------ ._ 

A stream lakes on the typical meander shape, LL 60 
mathematically described as a "sine-generated 
c:urve," because this is the type of curve involv. 
ing the least work in turning. The path allowing 
water to do the least work will be the one most 
likely to be followed. Of course, obstructions to 
flow often cause streams to depart from this 
most probable shape, but the tendency is al-
ways to resume it. 

Thus straight streams tend to develop a LW.\1 30i 
meandering pattern, but meandering streams 
seldom deYelop straight reaches. 

!.leander length is related to the square root LW~I :296 
of dominant discharge. 

Channel u:idth, meander length and radius L\\'~·l .:296 
of curwture all appear to be closely related. -2.97 
":\leander length ranges from 7 to 10 times 
channel width. ~Ieasured along the channel it-
self, distances between analogous points of 
waves are larger, varying from 10 to 16 times 
the channel \\·idth." Thus, successive crosso\·ers 
(2 per meander) are spaced 5 to 7 \\·idths apart. 
This matches the spacing of successive rifHes 
found by Stuart (1953) in studies of trout 
streams. Since crossovers are relativelv shallow, 
and bends deeper, they are quite c~mparable 

"~ee G\o%ar~. Appendix C. Part l 
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;._ ____ MEANDER LENGTH 

\ POINT OF INFLECTION 
OR CROSSOVER 

r,. • MEAN RAOIUS OF CURVATURE 

' \ 
' \ 

'THALWEG 

Elements of meanders and some of their re[atlonshlps. 

to riffies and pools in a straighter reach. Be-
cause bed pro£le in meanders is so similar to L\V:VI 203 
spacing of riffles and pools, Leopold et al. hold 
this to be further evidence that the processes 
leading to meanders are operative in straight 
channels. 

Amplitude of meander correlates poorlv with L\Vi'v1 297 
channel width. . 

" ... higher sinuosity is associated with small LW~I 297 
width relative to depth, and with greater co-
hesiveness in channel boundaries ... " (Thus, 
when unstable stream banks are reinforced 
\Vith turf, rock and other tough materials, it fol-
lows that not only a deeper stream should de-
velop but a more sinuous one. The increased 
curvature of stream caused by installation of 
wings and other devices may not be unnatural, 
as is sometimes feared.) 

The ratio of radius of curvature to width L\V:\[ :298 
ranges from 2 to 3, a small variation. "It is this 
constancy that makes ... maps of river bends 
look alike regardless of scale." Lay a map of the 
~Iississippi next to one of a meandering creek, 
each drawn to a scale making meander length 
equal. You will see little difference. 



When ratio of curvature to width is near 2, L\V~·f 298 
the stream has minimum resistance due to cm-
vaturc. As radius of curvature is reduced in a 
channel of uniform width, the main flow moves 
closer and closer to the outer, concave bend. 
:Maximum velocity in a bend occurs below the L Wi\1 299 
water surface and just downstream from the 
axis of the bend. This is the place where ero- L\VY[ .101 
sion is most .~evere and where revetments most 
often fail. 

Cross-sectional shape at the crossover is not LWM 299 
completely symmetrical but is slightly deeper 
near the hank which was concave in the bend 
above. The high velocity that hugged that con-
cave bank still persists, though diminished, 
when curvatures becomes zero at the cross-
over. 

The same process probably also accounts for LW\1 299 
the skewed shape of point bars. The main point 
bar deposition occurs downstream from the axis 
of the bend. 

CONVEX OR CONCAVE OR 
INSIDE BANK OUTSIDE BANK 

(Top) Transverse flow near the bend of a meander. Surface water 
spirals toward the outer or concave bank. 

(Bollom) Transverse pattern of flow in a relatively straight chan
nel- convergence of the two spiraling cells at the surface near 
the center of !he stream. 

Pools and Riffles 

A straight or nonmeandering channel usually L W~vl 20.1 
has an undulating bed. It "alternates along its 
length between deeps (pools) and shallows 
(riffies) at a repeating distance of 5 to 7 widths." 
The same holds true for meandering channels 
as explained above. "The alternating pool and 
riffie is present in practically all perennial chan-
nels" having "bed material larger than coarse 
sand, but it appears to be characteristic of 
gravel bed streams-whether the gravel is pea 
size or the size of a man's head." 
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For pools and riffies to exist, the bed must be LWM 209 
composed of particlf's varying in size-that is, 
a range in sizes of gravels and sands. This is 
probably because a mixture of sizes makes a 
morE' cohesive channel bed and bank. "Chan, 
nels in uniform sand or silt have little tendency 
to form riffies and pools." 

The gravel bars forming riffles in rivers gen- LWl\i[ 203 
erally are lobe-shaped "and slope alternately 
first toward one bank and then toward the 
other. The low water channel then bends 
around the 10\v point or nose of each and thus 
tends to have a sinuous course even within the 
banks in a reach which is generally straight." 

''The position of most ~:,rravel bars remains L\VM 215 
nearly fixed ... though sandbars and dunes LWM 208 
tend to move downstream." During studies as 
long as 7 years, Leopold, et aL found no indi-
cation that riffies move downstream with time. 
This is not to say that pieces of gravel do not 
move. Pieces of gravel picked off of one rifHe 
during high water are replaced from upstream. 
Thus individual stones move, hut the ri!Hcs re-
main stationary. 

"The material of the bed tends to be some- LW:\-1 203 
what larger on the riffles ... than in the pools." 

Average length of pools may be somewhat LWM 203 
longer than of riffles in the same stream. The 
one stream cited had pools 1.6 times the length 
of its riffics. 

Leopold, etal. credit T. A. Stuart, the Scot- LW1--1 
tish trout and salmon biologist with discovf'ring 206-207 
the periodic spacing ofriffies and pools. As they 
relate it, he "found that water flowing through 
gravel of a riffie provides aeration essential to 
the incubation of fish [trout] ova (Stuart 1953, 
p. 408). Being concerned with the effect of di-
version and realignment of certain gravel 
streams in Scotland on their ability to main-
tain trout, Stuart noted that the new stream 
beds dredged by a dragline were, when just 
constructed, of uniform depth and without 
pools and riffles. With the aim of producing the 
usual pool and riffie sequence, he directed the 
operator of the dragline to leave piles of gravel 
on the stream bed at intervals approximate to 
riffies-that is, 5 to 7 widths apart. After a few 
Aood seasons these piles had been smoothed out 
and presented to the eye a picture that in all 
respects appeared natural for a pool and riffle 
sequence. 1Ioreover, the riffies so formed have 
been stable over a number of years of subse-
quent observation." 



Erosion, Movement of Sediments and 
Cross-sectional Shape of Channels 

.. Channel form will vary markedly with 
charach'r of the hank material." \Vlwn slrean1 

hanks hcconw more resistant to erosion, th(~ 
stn•arn digs itsdf <I deqK'r, narrower cll[lnnel. 

"'The shape of llw cross-sPction of a ri\'(~r 

("hannel ... is a function of the Aow. the qwm
tity and charader or composition of the rna
t('riah that mak(' up th(' lwd and bauks of th(~ 
channel. In natur(' the: l<1st will usually include 
vegPiation." 

Cross-sC"ctions of riverbeds <1re found to he 
most often rpctangular rather than having a 
U-shape. The hl'ds heeoml' more and mort' rec
tanguhr as they gd Luger downstream, ~irK"(• 
width increases downstrParn faster than doe~ 
depth. 

The cross-sectional shape of channels is seL 
dom symmetrical. This was explaillC'd pr('vious
lv in the section on meanders. 

As a stream inen·ases in diseharge along its 
course, the chamwl could lwcome iucrC<lSinglv 
wide, keeping its d(~pth ami velodtv constant 
or it could iucrea~e it~ velocity keePing dC'ptl; 
and width constant. Actually width usually in
creases along the course of a rivt'r in a mon• 
consistent nw1mer than depth and velocity do. 

As discharge incrt'ases at one point in a 
stream, not only do('S the water kvt'l ri~e, hut 
the stream lwd is scourerl lower. In humid n·
gions, and espceial!y where stream channels 
an• ('cnrying gra\'('1, th(' rising dischargt' of Hood 
runoff doe~ not WOIU the lwd to any apprcd. 
ahle depth in the mual flood rise. Cl"ncmlh 
-~t>e<tkin,t;, one c;m expect that <l hmk-fnll.<;tag~.· 
will scom a gravcllwd dO\\" II to a depth of l t{J 
2 particle diameters. In sandy ~!ream.'>, how
en•r, particularly jf tlwy an~ eplwnwral, tht~ 

~tream hcd sC"our i<; much larg('r relativt~ to th(· 
water-surface rhe than ill tht' previous l"<JS('. 

Such stream lwds tt·nd to he scoured to a depth 
of ahout y., of the arnmmt the water rose. E.\
prt'sscd another way, at the pt'ak of tin: Hood 
<tppro\iruakly I/1 of the depth of ,,·atvr was 
accommodated ll\· l)('d scour. 

L\VM 248 
LW\1202 

L\V\'f HJ8 

LWM 202 

L\V~I 

general 

l.W\1 :21H 

LW.\1 2UH 
(and I .co· 
pohl, ptT~. 
L"lllnm. l 
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~-Iaterial drifts in to replace this scoured rna- L\V.\1 :2.10 
terial gradually aJtcr the peak of Hoot!, much 
more gradually than the rcces~ion of water 
level. Thus, refill is much slow('r tlnu1 .~cm 1 r. 

lbpidly Hnctuatin)!; dumges iu stage (not LW;>,.f 291 
simply a high volume of diseharge) C(l!\tributc 
greatly to the erosion ot banks due to pi"ocesses 
involving greater tnmsport of sediments. 

To start a sediment particle moving requires Ct'lll"r,t\ 
much more foree than to keep it iu motion. 
Therefore, the "scouring power" of a given wa-
ter vcloeity is lr~ss than its ·'carrying pow('r." 

''The force required to start particle move· LEL GS 
ment depends not only on the average vclocitv 
hut also on the depth-slope product, the larg~'l: 
particles heing most sensitive to changes in 
vdocily and smaller particles to ehange;, of 
depth-slope produet." 

'·of two mixtnres with the same aver<tge size LEL 
of grain, the less uniform will he, within certain 
limits, that which posst·.~scs the greater im
movability; bt'("l\US(" its grains will fill the 
voids and thus produce a ('('menting at·tion on 
th(' larger grains." 

"For larger particles the significant factor r in LEL 68 
moving it 1 appears to ])(' the vclodtv at the 
houmlary hdween the thin laminar ;nblavcr 
and tlw main mass of turbulent wat('r ahov~ it. 
So long as the radius of thP particle is larger 
than the thicknl'~s of the laminar laver the 
shth·powcr law incorporating this ~v;,l;Jeitv 
holds good, but for smal!n particles the drag 
and the hydraulic lift are the decisive consid-
('ra!ion." lt should 1)(' undt'rstood that sixth· 
power law relates to maximum size of particle 
which will he carried as velocity incn·ases. It 
does not n·latc to the total sediment load as a 
f11nction of n~locitv. 

The si\lh-pmnT law, roughly stah'd, says 
that tlw carrying power of thP C"lllTent varie~ as 
the sixth-pow('r of the wlncity. Tht·rdore, 
donhliJJg thl' velocity increases th(' t";(rrying 
pow('r G-1 timvs! 

Th\' following lahk, adapted from Ldiavsky, p. 2::12.. 
,how~ llH~ siz('S of '!rl'alll bed materials that various veloci
tit•s of W<lkr can transport. 



Diameter t-.Iean Velocity .Material 

Leliavsky's Terms 
----~---· 

General Terms (Inches) (mm.) (ft./sec.) (em./ sec.) 
-· ------

0.00002 0.00.5 0.49 15 
Silt Silt 

0.002 0.05 0.66 20 
Fine sand 

0.()] 0.25 0.98 30 
Sand ;>..!edium sand 

0.04 1.0 1.80 5.5 
Coarse sand 

0.1 2.5 2.13 65 
Fine gravel 

0.2 5.0 2.62 80 
Gravel t-.Iedium gravel 

0.4 10.0 3.:!8 100 
Coarse gravel 

0.6 15.0 3.94 120 
Fine pebbles 

1.0 :?:.5.0 4.59 140 
Medium pebbles 

1.6 40.0 5.91 180 
Coarse pebbles 

3.0 75.0 7.87 24{) 

Large pebbles 
4.0 lOO.O 8.86 270 

Rubble Lar;.;e pebbles 
6.0 150.0 10.83 3.30 

Large pebbles 
7.8 :200.0 12.80 390 

Boulders 

APPENDIX 8 
Examining the Stream Prior to Habitat Alteration 

The biologist's examination calls for observing the stream 
in hip boots or waders. Next to legs and eyes, the pencil 
and note pad are the most important tools. A standard mer
cury thermometer, some recording thermometers, a meas
ming tape, other mapping gear, a flow meter and a boat 
full of electrofishing gear are also essentiaL 

Cursory Preliminary Survey 

To familiarize himself with the stream and to observe 
any obvious factors which might preclude habitat managc· 
rnent, the biologist should walk- in the channel as much 
as possible-from the lower end of the proposed develop
ment area up to the source of the stream. He may wish to 
note such things as pollution, extreme temperatures, pos
sible spawning beds, and obstacles to electrofishing equip
ment. He should also survey the drainage area of the 
stream and its tributaries. On most streams, the biologist 
will have a better view by making this survey in spring or 
fall at a time when foliage is sparse. 

Mapping 

A detailed map is a basis for planning both the examina
tion and the possible management. 

Establish reference staliom by measming the center line 
of the channel with a tape, placing markers (substantial 
posts or LU'f!e painted blazes) at 100-yard intervals from 
the stream's source to the lower end of the area to he 
examined. It is most practical to number the markers be
ginning with number 1 at the source; the highest number 
should be at the downstream limit of the study area. The 
study area can then be extended downstream at any time 
and still have station numbers in correct sequence. These 
station markers will provide permanent reference points 
for all fntnre mapping, examination, and development. The 
interval between markers is termed a "station." Refer to it 
hy the number of the marker which lies at its upstream end. 

Prepare a drainage basin map by field observation, but 
with the aid of air photos and USGS topographic maps. 
It sho~dd show: 

L The stream channel. 
2. Tributaries. 
3. The pattern of overland drainage. 
4. 1-.-fajor spring areas. 
5. Roads and trails. 
6. Locations of erosion. 
7. Sources of pollution or enrichment of the water. 
8. Wetlands and ponds. 



A stream mapper for the Wisconsin Conservation Department 
habitat management program. Tape measure, compass, pencil, 
straightedge and clipboard are his equipment. 

9. Outline of the floodplain. 
10. Boundary of the watershed. 
Where great detail of structures is desired drau: a stream 

map by plane-table methods at a time when there is neither 
flood nor severe drought. Choose a scale which will show 
the stream to be at least one inch wide on the paper. This 
will allow room for sketching in plans of structures. First 
draw a base map to show in outline: 

1. The waterline. 
2. The high water channel if it is distinct plus the edges 

of any prominent terraces. 
.3. The station markers. 
4. Other important landmarks. 
Vse reprints of this base map in the field to draw other 

maps of: 
1. Bottom types (gravel, silt, rubble, etc.)~at the same 

time, rough notation should be made of the state of 
the bottom fauna. 

2. "\Vater-types" (springs, pools, flats, riffics, runs, rap
ids and falls) and their depths. 

Cse additional copies of the maps when noting ice con
ditions, vegetation and spawning, and 'vhen planning 
placement of structures. 

Drau; a vertical profile of the source-to-mouth gradient 
by running levels with a transit. Record at least the eleva
tion of each 100-yard station marker, but the more detail, 
the better. 

Maps of property lines will often be needed for adminis-
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trative purposes. These, however, should not be confused 
with the basic drainage basin and stream maps described 
abo\"e. 

Streamflow 

.\feasure the colume of streamfiow during baseflow peri
ods in summer and winter with a Gurley meter at approxi
mately 1-mile intervals or at points where one might expect 
water temperature problems. ~'Ieasure the discharge of all 
tributaries at the point where they enter the stream. Install 
staff-g<lges at some of the stations selected for streamflow 
measurement. Record the height of the water on these 
gages as often as possible. Consult a Wisconsin Conser
\"ation Department or USGS engineer to learn how to 
establish rating curves and how to convert stage readings 
to discharge. If detailed questions about fluctuations in 
streamflow arise, install an automatic water level recorder 
cmd calibrate it to give continuous streamflow data. 

Obsen;e fiooding from snowmelt water and after heavy 
rains, and if possible, measure streamflo\v. Assess damage 
to trout habitat and spawning grounds. Ask the CSGS, Soil 
Consen·ation Service and local residents about the stream's 
history of floods and their destructiveness. 

The biologist's report should contain a record of all flow 
measurements made. Graph the downstream pickup of 
streamflow volume (seepage profile). Comment on flood
ing. 



Temperature Conditions 

Install thennographs or maximum-minimum thernwme
ters in as many locations as possible along the stream. par
ticularly in spots where you would expect to find tempera
ture problems. Begin temperature measurements at the 
earliest possible date and continue I hem for at least tu:o 
years. To know daily maximum and minimum water tem
perature is most useful. "Spot" measnrements with a hand 
thermometer, even if combined into a lengthy record, fail 
to give temperature extremes, thus are of less usefulness. 
It is the extremes reached and the rapidity of temperature 
change that most affect trout. The travel involved in main
taining max-min registering mercury thermometers makes 
their use more costly than installing automatic thermo
graphs. 

Obserce ice conditions in January or February on a day 
of ~lODF. or colder following a night when it has been 
that cold. \Valk the stream completely from the lower end 
of the tro:.~t water (or below it) to the source. On a stream 
map, draw the extent of surface icc with notations as to its 
thickness and completeness of coverage. Inspect riffies at 
twilight to see if anchor ice is forming. 

The biologist's report should contain a tabular or graphic 
~ummary of temperature records, comments on ice obser
vations and his assessment of their meaning for trout and 
habitat development. Keep in mind the amount of nlinfall 
during the preceding months or year. Abnormally high 
antllmn rainfall may. for instance, result in abnormally 
high groundwater discharge and keep much more stream 
open than usual during the following winter. 

Vegetation 

Roughly note on a map the types of <tquatic and b,mk 
\·egetation present during mid or late summer. Include re
marks on how much of the stream is shaded. :\ote the 
extent that livestock have damaged vegetation. 

The hiologh,t's report should include an assessment of 
the effects of vegetation on trout habitat in the various 
ecological zones along the stream: in wooded reaches. 
meadows, marshy stretches, etc. 

Hiding Cover 

\Falk the stream completely in April, the season when 
vegetation is most likely to be scarce, and in fall when 
<tquatic vegetation will probably be most lush to assess the 
amount of protective cover available to the trout and what 
might be done to improve it. Do this if possible for two 
years. On the stream map, mark locations of undercut 
banks, pool depth. logs, submerged brush, rocks and sub
merged ledges and comment on their quality. Assess gen
erally the trout cover value of bank vegetation as well as 
submerged and emergent aquatic plants. 
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Electrolishing to inventory a trout population, In the small boat 
is a 230-volt direct current generator (rear), a tub to hold the 
catch, and a covered compartment for gear (front). Three men 
probe for trout with stainless steel loop electrodes at the ends 
of fiberglass handles -light, maneuverable gear. With small 
handnets they pass !ish back. to larger net of man at right who is 
harnessed to boat. 

To avoid tangling and snagging on stream bed, electric lines are 
tied to waists and kept taut by spring-loaded reels allached to 
boat. With such gear the crew can thoroughly fish about Y4 mile 
of stream per hour (not including stops to measure and weigh 
the catch- a second group of men often does that). 

The hiologis(s report should include maps and general 
comments on protectin• co\·er summarizing conditions in 
individnal wctions of the stream. 

Pollution and Fertility 

Collect u:atCI" samples at sen'ml significant stations alon!'; 
the stream during summer hascfl.ow. This will give not only 
<\rough idea of basic fertility, but may indicate substances 
endangering trout during the time of greatest warmth and 
lowest nighttime oxygen depletions \\·hen their to.xicity 
may be- most damaging. Have the \\·atcr samples an<llyzed 
for the follo\\-ing: calcium, magnesium, ammonia, nitrate. 
nitrite, orthophosphate, potassium, sodium, sulfate, chlo
ride, iron, piL alkalinity. 

The Fish Population 

J:;stimate the population of each species of fish by mark
and-recapture elcetrofishing at some time between June I 
and October 15. Before June l, young-of-the-year may not 
react to electrical gear well enough for estimation. After 
October 15, electrofishing may disturb spawning. The 
elcctrofishing should cover the entire existing or potential 
trout-\\·ater area of the stream. Do this station by station 
and keep the records separately for each station on printed 
d<~ta sheets. 

Design data sheets carefully to suit the objective of the 
inventory and the methods of analysis to be used. A data 
sheet designed for convenience in the field as well as for 
later transfer of data onto cards for machine processing 
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is shown here (the actual Size of this form is 9)il X 1 Bi 
inches). Programs are available for rapid machine tabu
lation and calculation of the data necessary for population 
estimates and for analyzing length and weight data. 

Yieasure each fish to the nearest 0.1 inch. If age groups 
are not clearly evident in the length frequency distribution, 
take scale samples. Take a representative sample of 
weights at each station. 

To the extent possible, determine the age-structure, 
calculate the population estimates of wild trout within 
each age group by 0.5 inch groups. From this, one can 
analyze the age and size-structure of the population. 

}lark all hatchery-reared fish stocked in a stream which 
is to be examined. If possible, mark all trout put in the 
stream for several years before the examination. Use a 
different fin clip to distinguish each year's stock. 
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The biologist's report should state his prognosis for pop
ulation increase under various types of management. He 
should comment on influences the other fishes may have 
on the trout. 

Trout Reproduction 

Fingerling production will be roughly revealed through 
the population estimates by electrofishing. 

Map the location of trout redds by walking the entire 
channel from the lowermost limit of trout water upstream 
to the source. Check all tributaries. Trout redds can best 
be seen by u;ading in the stream in an upstream direction. 
If the stream is wide, angle back and forth across it. Redds 
located under the bank cannot be seen from atop the bank. 

Gear the dates of redd-mapping to the species of trout 
present. On brown trout streams, count redds preferably 



dnring the last week of November, but not earlier than 
November 10. Mid-November counts will be necessary on 
some northern streams which freeze over in November. 
If brook trout are present, make H. count in late November 
and early December. Should freeze-up dictate an earlier 
date for a count of brook trout redds, a second count in 
nonfrozcn parts of the stream may reveal new rcdds in 
('arly December. Observations at these dates will usually 
give a good indication of the areas used for spawning, but 
will not be a total count because spawning may not be 
completely finished. Rain bow trout redds are more difficult 
to find because they may be often in deeper, swifter water 
than brook or brown trout redds and because we do not 
have adequate information on the dates of rainbow trout 
spawning in Wisconsin. The usual period, however, ap
pears to extend from late February through April. 

Other pertinent notations on the map might include 
barriers to migration, detrimental drift of silt on the stream 
oottom, evidence of poaching on the spawning beds and 
obstacles to streamflow (such as debris dams) which im
pound possible spawning habitat. 

Investigate mortality of eggs in cases where the finger
ling crop, as determined through electrofishing, appears 
to be poor even in streams well-utilized for spawning. This 
can be done by carefully marking individual redds with 
metal stakes during the fall mapping, then returning in 
midwinter to excavate the eggs. 

Schedule for Examinaiion 

1. Cursory examination- soon as possible after exam
ination is ordered, preferably during a low-water 
period of spring or fall when trees and shrubs do not 
have leaves. 

2. Temperature measurements-continuous. Begin any 
time, but as soon as possible after cursory examina
tion. 
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3. Measure streamflow at intervals along the stream dur
ing winter baseflow if feasible. 

4. Obtain air photos as soon as possible after cursory 
examination. 

5. The first spring: 
a. Measure center line by tape and install station 

markers. 
b. Observe spring runoff and the effects of floods. 
c. Make basic map of stream channel after spring 

runoff but before foliage is heavy. 
d. Map cover, bottom types and "water types" be

fore in-stream vegetation is abundant. 
e. Run levels by transit to determine profile. 
f. Map the drainage area. 

6. The first 8Ummer: 
a. Observe the vegetation after foliage is out and 

aquatic vegetation has developed. 
b. Electrofish for population estimates of fish after 

June 15. 
c. Observe floods caused by heavy rains. 
d. Measure streamflow at intervals along the stream 

during a period of baseflow if such measurements 
were unfeasible or of unsatisfactory quality the 
preYious winter. 

7. Autumn: 
a. Map brown trout redds during late November. 
b. Map brook trout rcdds during late November and 

early Deceu1ber. 
8. Winter: 

a. Map icc conditions in January or February. 
h. Excavate trout eggs if necessary. 
c. Report findings and recommendations. 

9. The second spring: 
a. Conduct any necessary follow-ups to initial map

ping or observations. 
b. Make another observation of the spring runo:i:i: of 

snowmelt. 



APPENDIX C 

Glossary of Terms Pertaining to Stream Management 

PART 1: PHYSICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL TERMS 

:\GCRADA TIO::\: Progressive deposition both within the 
channel and on the floodplain. The antonym is degra
dation. See also "channel scour and fill." 

A\IPLITUDE OF l\fEA:\'DER: Sec diagrams on page 50. 
A:\CHOR ICE: See "ice types." 
AQUIFER: A water-bearing rock or soil formation capa

ble of storing water and allowing water to pass through 
it. 

ARTESIAN WATER OR ARTESIAN FLO\V: Flow from 
a well due to natural internal pressure. 

BASE LEVEL OF A STREA~·f: The elevation at which 
a river's distal portion joins a major body of water; the 
level of its mouth. 

BED LOAD: That portion of the total sediment load 
\vhose immersed weight is carried by the solid stream 
bed. See also "suspended load." 

BRAIDED CHA::\::\EL: Divided into several channels, 
which successively meet and redivide. Braiding may he 
an adjustment to debris load too large to be carried hy 
the single channeL Braided channels often occur in 
deltas of rivers or in the outflow from a glacier. 

B.\SEFLO\V: Discharge of water in a stream at a time 
when no runoff of precipitation is taking place. See "dis
charge" and "mnoff." 

CASCADE: See "water types." 
CHAK:t\EL PATTERN OR FOR;\1: See page 49. 
C!L\:'\:-:EL SCOUR Al'\D FILL: "Words nscd to define 

cutting and sedimentation during relatively short peri
ods of time, whereas ... degradation and aggradation 
apply to similar processes that occur over a longer period 
of time. Scour and fill involve times measured in minutes, 
hours, days, perhaps even seasons, whereas aggradation 
and degradation apply to persistent mean changes O\'er 
.. years." (Leopold, Wolman and :\-Iiller, 1964: 227.) 

CO:\CA \'E BA:\K OF A BE:'-!D. The outer bank See 
diagrams on page .50. 

CO::\\'EX BA:\K OF A BE:\D: The inner bank. See dia
grams on page 150. 

C::HOSSO\'EH: The point of inflection in a meander. The 
point \Yhere the thalweg intersects the center line of the 
stream in crossing from ncar the outside of the ne-..:t bend. 
Sec diagrams on page 50. 

Cl"BIC FOOT PER SECO:\D (cfs): The unit of stream 
discharge used in :\orth America. It represents one cubic 
foot of water moving past a given point in one second. 
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Expressed another way, it is the rate of discharge of a 
stream whose channel is 1 square foot in cross-sectional 
area and whose average velocity is 1 foot per second. 

CUBIC FOOT PER SECOXD PER SQUARE MILE (cf 
sm): The average number of cubic feet of water flowing 
per second from each square mile of area drained, 
assuming that the runoff is distributed uniformly in time 
and area. · 

cfs-DAY: The volume of water represented by a flow of 
1 cubic foot per second for 24 hours. It is equivalent to 
86,400 cubic feet or 646,317 gallons, and represents a 
runoff of 0.0372 inch from 1 square mile. 

DEGRADATIOI\: Sec "aggradation." 
DISCHARGE: Rate of flow expressed in volume per unit 

of time, for instance, in cubic feet per second or liters 
per second. Discharge is the product of the mean 
,-clociti' and the cross-sectional area of flow. See "mean 
annual discharge." 

DISSOLVED LOAD: The chemical load contained in 
stream water; that acquired by solution or by decompo
sition of rocks followed by solution. 

DRAE\ACE AREA OR DRAl:\AGE BASIN: That area 
so enclosed by a topographic divide that surface runoff 
from precipitation drains into a stream above the point 
you specify. (The term "watershed" is commonly mis
applied to the drainage area.) 

EVAPOTHA:-..!SPIRA TION: Water returned from the land 
or surface waters into the air through direct evaporation 
or by transpiration of plants. 

FILL: Sec "channel scour and fill." 
FLAT \VATER OR "FLATS": See "water types." 
FLOOD: Discharge overflowing the banks of a stream. 
FLOODPLAI)J: A strip of relatively smooth land border-

ing a stream and overflowed at time of high water. 
Thongh the floodplain is generally composed of finer 
material ncar the surface than at the base, this gradation 
in particle size is by no means universal. The floodplain 
in general is formed by the progressive building stream
ward of point bars. In most rivers the deposition of fine 
grained material during: overbank flow is not a process 
\\·hich contributes importantly to floodplain deposit (L. 
B. Leopold, pers. comm.). 

FH.\ZIL ICE: See "ice types." 
CAGE HEIGHT: See "stage." 
CALLO)JS PER :\U)JUTE: A unit of stream discharge 



commonly used in fish hatcheries. One gallon per min
ute = 0.0022 cfs. One cfs = 449 g<tllons per minnte. 

CHADIE:\"T: Sec "stream bed gradient." 
GRAVEL. Stones larger than sund, but smaller than 

rubble. See table of stream bed material ~i...:es on 
page 53. 

HI::\GE ICE: See "icc types." 
HYDHOGHAPH: A curve showing cbcharge again.>t time. 
I.CE TYPES. 

A:"-JCHOR ICE: Icc formed on the stream bed materials 
when, due to outward radiation in the evening, they 
become colder th<tn the water flowing over them. 

FRAZIL ICE: :\eedle-like crystals of iec that are slightly 
lighter than watC'r, but carried below the surface due 
to turbulence. This causes a milky mixture of ice and 
\\·ater. \ Yhen these civstals touch a surface th<tt is even 
a fraction of a dcgrc'c below freezing, they instantly 
adhere and form <I spongy, often rapidly growing 
mass. 

Hl::\GE ICE. A marginal sheet of surface ice <tttached 
to the bank materials and extending toward the center 
of a stream but not spanning it completely. 

1::--JFILTR:\TIOX: That part of precipitation whic·h soah 
into the ground. See also "runoff" and ''redMrge." 

1:\TElG\.\L DJSTOTITIO:i\ TIESISTA:\CE: See ··rc~ist
ances to flow." 

LA.\Jr'\AH FLO\\': .\.flo\\" in which all particles or fila
ments of \\ ater mon' in parallel paths. 

L01\'G1TUDL\.-\L PHO.FlLE: A cnrw showing wrtintl 
hlll of stream bed or \\"atl'r surface UW<tsun·d along tlw 
course of the stream. 

\IE.\1\" .\.'\.'\TAL DISCHAHGE: Daily mean discharge 
in units per second a\"erag<:'d o\·er a period of ye,trs. 
··\lean anuual dischargl" usually fills a l"iYer dwm1t'l to 
aho;Jt one-third of its lxmkfull depth " (Leopold. 
Wolman ,wd .\Iiller, 196-1.2-1:3). 

.\lEA:\ VELOCITY: The ayerage \ clocity of water in one 
Yertie<ll segment of a cross st>ctio11 of a 'tre.tm. Surfact" 
yeJocity is nsnally mHch stronw·r than Lottom n·locity. 
.\ \·docity t>qnal to ml:'an Yelodty is most uften found at 
0.6 of the depth at any given point in the ~tream. (Tlw 
mean velocity can be appro-.:imated hy multiplying the 
smfacc wlocit:, determined by a float by the ±actor O.S. 
L. B. Leopold. pers. coum1. l 

\IEA:\'DEH. A recKh of stream bent to a sinuosity greater 
thau 1.5 times the kngth of a straight reach co\-enng the 
same down-\·;tllt>y distance. See IMges -19 to .'50. 

'\OH~I.\L FLO\\": An ambignom krm \Jay mean ··]M,>e
flow" or ··me<lll ,mnual discharge."" 

OVEHL:\'\D FLO\\": See ··runoff." 
OXBO\Y: A looping ri\·pr lwml cut off hom the mai11 J-lo,\· 

by a nc\\" channel hroh'n through the nt>ck of ih en
closed penimuhl. 

PHHK\ TOPHYTES: Plants growing 011 or ncar the stremn 
hank \\·ith their roots in the grotmd\\"ater and decreasing 
~treamflm,· by transpiration during their growing season. 
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PLC'\CE POOL: Dcpre~~iun in stream bed material 
scoured out by the action o± falling water. 

POI::\T B.\R: Sediments deposited at the convex bank of 
a stream bend. See diagmms on page 50. 

HADICS OF CURVATURE: See diagrams on page 50. 

HAPJDS: See '\utter types." 
RECHARGE: \Yater that is added to the ground\\"ater 

n:servoir, for inst;mce, that part of infiltmtion which 
reaches the groundwater table. 

RESISTA:\"CES TO FLO\\": See <lisa p<tge -!8 for more 
explanati<m. 
1:'\TEH:\"AL DISTOHTIO:'\ HESISTA::\CE: The resht

<mce to streamflow caused bY discrete boundarv fea
tures that set up eddies and ~ecundary circuh{tions. 
B.us, bends, boulders, undulations of the bed and pro
tuberances of the bank have this effect. 

SKI::\ HESIST.\'\CE: Resistance to flo\,. due to rough
ness of the strf'am bed materials. Depends also on 
Yelocity of the water. 

SPILL HESIST.\:'\CE: Caust"d \\"hen \\·ater backs up 
behind <Ill obstruction <md plunges abruptly to '' 
diminished \ elocity. 

IUFFLE: See "\Yater types.'· 
HILL: .\ fnrro\\" erodt"d in soil hy runoff water 
H.l"BBLE: Stone.<, Lu·ger than gravel, but smaller than 

ho;~ldcrs. A mi-.:turc of rocks \\ ith diameters of .tbout 
3-S inches (7.5-.:20 em.) \l·ould be termed rubble. See 
table on page 53. 

H L '\: See "\n1tl'r t~lJes." 
H l- '\OFF: \ \"ater from precipitatiuu 1!01\ ing above or be

low )!round to a surface \\·<Jter \\"ithuut. e11tering the 
!-(mnnd\\"ater table. 
SU\FACE RC'\OFF or OVEHL\:\D FLO\\": Hun

off water flowing o\·cr the land snrface. 
SCBSL"RFACE H.C::\OFF: HunofF \\",tkr flowing be· 

neath the land snrface . 
HL".'\OFF 1'\ 1:\.CHES: Sho11·~ the depth to \\"hich the 

drainage area \\"Otdd be co\·ered if all the runoff tor <I 

given 1wriod \\"ere uniformly distributed on it. 
S.\:'\D: See table on pa~e 53. 
SCOL"H A::\D FILL: See "chaunel scour ;md fill.'" 
SI,:DL\IE::\T DiSCI 1:\H.GE. Hate of flow of sediment con-

t<lincd in .t ;tream. expre;~ed <l> YOlume or weight per 
11nit time. Sediment discharge includes "smpeuded load 
disch,trge'" ami ··bed load dbcharge." Suspended lo;tcl 
di,charge i~ the produc·t of strearnflo\1" discharge and 
<"OIICl'ntratiun of suspended sediment. 

SI·:DJ\IE:'\T TH:\.'..:SPOHT: The rate of movement ol 
•;edimcnt through a gi\·en reach of stream. 

SEEP.\GE PHOFILE .. \. gr.tph showing discharge at vari
ous points ctlong a stre<tm's course (ideally on one given 
day l. From this can be seen the downstream increase 
(or decrease! in volume of streamflow. 

SEEP.-\CE RF\. The process of measuring discharge at 
\·arious points to obtain a "seepage profile." 



SILT: In common usage, silt designates sediments finer 
than sand. See table on page 53. Technically, however, 
silt is a specific grain size, finer than sand but coarser 
than clay. 

SIKGOSITY: The ratio of channel length to direct down
valley distance. See page 49. 

STAGE (also known as water level or gage height): Ele
vation of water surface above any ehosen reference 
plane. 

STREA~1 BED GRADIE="'T: The vertical distancP a 
stream falls per unit of distance it flows horizontal!v. 
Commonly expressed as feet of fall per mile or mete~s 
of fall per kilometer. 

SUSPE~DED LOAD: That part of the sediment load 
whose immersed weight is carried by the fluid. See also 
"bed load." 

THALWEG: The down-channel course of greatest cross
sectional depths. The thalweg wanders from near one 
bank to near the other bank. See diagrams on page 50. 
From old-fashioned German spelling: Thal = valley, 
Weg = way or path. 

TRA:\SPIRATIO.:--;:: The release of water vapor into the 
atmosphere through the green tissues of plants. 

WATER LEVEL; See "stage." 
\VATER QlJALITY: A general term denoting a category 

of properties that water has. Commonly used in refer
ence to chemical characteristics and temperature of the 
water. It can logically be the title of an organization 
which deals with these aspects of water and can even 
serve as a general heading in a paper, but the term is 
often misused; for example, "Dog Creek hHls water 

PART II: BIOLOGICAL TERMS 

AGE-GROL"P: Animals of a certain age in years, usually 
designated by Roman numerals. For instance, young-of
the-year (animals which have not yet reached their first 
birthday) are in age group 0, yearlings are in age 
group I, 2-year-olds in age group II, and so on. 

BIO:\IASS: The weight of the standing crop of a specified 
organism present in a specified space at any one time. 
l'sually expressed as weight per unit area. 

CARR'l:T\G CAP.-\CITY: As used in this paper, it denotes 
the amount of trout (or other organism) a stream has 
the resources (available food, hiding cover and space) 
to sustain over a given time. Carrying capacity may vary 
from season to season and year to year. Carrying capac
ity, as used here, does not involve reproduction. Carry
ing capacity may vary according to age or size structure 
of the population, that is, the carrying capacity for trout 
le~~ than 8 inches long may be higher or lower than for 
those U\'er 8 inches. Likewise carrying r..:apacity can be 
related to behavior of the animals in question; for in
stanct', during a season or age in which trout congre
gate in schools, or a stream's carrying capacity fur them 
may be higher or lower than during season~ or lit'e 
stages in whi<:h they take up territorial behavior. 
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quality" is an obscure way to say that it gets too hot in 
summer for trout. "Water quality" is a vague term and 
should be used sparingly. \\'here you mean "water tem
perature" or "chemical content" or "pollution," say so. 

WATERSHED: A convex surface such as a mountain or 
hill which sheds water from one high point or ridge into 
several streams which may fonn its boundary. "\\'ater
shed" is commonly confused with "drainagt> basin": a 
coneave surface collecting precipitation into une stream. 

WATER TYPES: 
POOLS: \Vater of considerable depth fm the ~iLe of 

stream. Pools generally have slowly flowing water and 
a smooth surface but thev mav often have a swift. 
turbulent area where the ~ate; enters them. -

FLATS: Water with slight to moderate current and with 
an unbroken surface, but with less depth than pools. 

RIFFLES: Shallow water with rapid current and with 
flow broken by gravel or rubble. :\!so knU\nl as 
"stickles." 

RU::\S: Moderate to rapid eurrent flowing in a deeper, 
narrower channel than a riffie. Flow less turbulent 
than in a rapids or cascade. 

RAPIDS: Those parts of large streams and rivers which 
are relatively swift and shallow with a bed of bould
ers. Analogous to riffies of a smaller stream. 

CASCADES: A reach of stream in which steep gradient 
and a bed of large rocks combine to produce a very 
irregular rapid flow, often with some \Vhite water. A 
cascade may be somewhat deeper and narrower than 
a "rapids." 

COVER: An ambiguous term used sometimes to mean 
"vegetation cover of the land" and sometimes to mean 
"places where animals can hide from predators." There
fore, the term, if unqualified, is meaningless. 

E~IERGEI'\T PLA::\TS: Aquatic plants with ponts pro
truding above the \Vater surface. 

El\VIHO::\\IE::\T: Apart from the dictionary definition: 
Surrounding; surrounding objects, region, or circum
stances, .-\ndrewartha (19th) has brought the \\'ord into 
perspective for ecologieal use. He represents an animal's 
environment in 4 major components: (a) Weather, (b) 
Food, (c) Other animals-and pathogens, (d'i _\ pLtce 
in which to live. (See "habitat." This term C<lllnot, in its 
strict sense be applied to the latter category.) Some 
environmental items may fall into more than one of these 
components (some of the "food" mav be "other anima h." 

·for instance), but this breotkdo\\'n s~rves \\·ell J.s a basis 
for ecological study and discussion. Andrewartha has 
found that he can think of the environment of any ani
mal in terms of these -l components and the interaetions 
between them. Since parts of an anim,ll's environment 
are «nimuls of his own kind, «nd since the demih-· of the 
population must be regarded «s part of the t'nvir~umenL 



the confusion in speaking of a population being a part 
of its own environment can be avoided by speaking al
ways of the environment of an individual. 

EUTROPIIICATION; See "stream eutrophication." 
HABITAT: Loosely used now, but the strict (Eitonian) 

wncept was that a certain habitat (an area with rather 
uniform physiography, vegetation or other animal-influ
encing quality) has a certain community of animals. For 
most fishery biologists and managers in America, how
ever, the word "habitat" probably brings into mind a 
view of an animal's environment, the central aspect of 
which would be Andrewartha's (1961) component: ''A 
place in which to live" (see "environment"), but which 
would include a few other things around the fringes. 
The fringe aspects might be food, competitors for the 
food, and some of the animal's predators (not fisher
men). In keeping with variability of meaning within the 
profession, we have used "habitat" in various ways in 
this bulletin. 

HABITAT MANAGEMENT: Here: Manipulation of 
physical, chemical and vegetational qualities of a body 
of water and its drainage basin with the objective of 
controlling living conditions for one or several kinds of 
animals. Fishery personnel have now and then suggested 
introduction of fish foods, control of predators and re
moval of competitory fishes as appropriate activities for 
the flsh habitat management program. These are not, 
however, within the scope of this bulletin. As practiced 
some places, habitat management seems to include all 
fishery practices not covered under regulation of fishing, 
rearing and stocking of fishes and control of fish diseases. 

HIDING COVER: Used in this paper to mean places 
where animals can hide from predators. 

PHODUCTION: Growth in weight by all fish in the popu
lation during a specified period of time including growth 
by fish that died during the period. 
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PRODUCTIVITY OR PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY: Cen
eml terms meaning the capacity of a stream to sustain 
production of a certain weight of some organism over 
a certain period. 

REDD: An area of stream bed dug out by a female trout 
before spawning and in which she buries hPr eggs after 
spawning. 

REPRODC:CTIVE CAPACITY: The capacity of a stream 
or part of a stream to provide for reproduction of an 
organism. For inshmce, one section of stream may have 
1,000 fingerling trout per year (measured in '' given 
month) and another only 100. 

STANDING CHOP: The number or weight of organisms 
present per unit space at a given point in time, e.g., 
trout/acre, pounds of trout/acre, trout per mile, pounds 
of trout/mile. Units involving weight arc synonymous 
with "biomass." 

STOCK DE:'>JSITY: Used interchangeably with "stand
ing crop." 

STHEAI\1 EUTROPHICATlO:'>J: The development, dnt' 
to ample supply of plant nutrients, of an <lhundance of 
aquatic plants so great that their respimtion depletes 
oxygen at night (no photosynthesis then) to levels intol
erable for trout and other animals with high oxygen 
requirement. (It remains some\\" hat questionable wheth
t'r this process is truly "eutrophication," for "lake 
eutrophication" is a slightly different process: oxygen is 
depleted in d,uk lower layers hy oxidizing organic mat
ter "mining" down from highly productive (light-recei\"
ing) upper layers. 

St:B\IEHGE::\T Pl.A::\TS: Aquatic: pLmts ha\'ing <Ill P<lrts 
submerged beneath the \\·ater surface. 

YEAR CLASS: Those animals horn or hatched within a 
gin'n year. Designated <IS "1961 ye<tr cbss," for instanc-e. 
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